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ABSTRACT
Participants were 20 (14 females and 6 males) first-time marathon runners
registered for the Bank of America Chicago Marathon in Chicago, IL on October 7th,
2013. Participants were recruited for the purpose of exploring the effects of a 4-week
individualized imagery training program on mental toughness and flow and asked to
complete a demographics survey, the Movement Imagery Questionnaire (MIQ), the Sport
Imagery Questionnaire (SIQ), Short Flow States Scale-2 (Short FSS-2), Sport Mental
Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ), and a Pre-Imagery Training Interview and then be
divided into an experimental and control group (prior to running the marathon).
Participants in the experimental group received a modified copy of a Chicago
marathon training video and a tailored 10-15 minute imagery training session while
participants in the control group received only the Chicago marathon training video.
Next, participants ran in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon and, after the race, met
with the researcher to complete the SIQ, Short FSS-2, SMTQ, and a post-imagery
interview.
Several themes emerged concerning the runners’ understanding of the marathon
course, race concerns, race goals, and race strategies at pretest as well as both positive
and negative experiences during the marathon and their methods for coping and using the
imagery during the marathon (reported at posttest). The experimental group had a
moderate positive correlation between the imagery subscales of cognitive general (CG)
and motivational-general mastery (MG-M) and mental toughness (MT) (r(6) = .761 and
r(6)= .685, p < .05 respectively). There was a moderate positive correlation between the
imagery subscales of CG and MG-M and flow (r(6) = .719 and r(6) = .783, p < .05
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respectively). This would indicate that individuals high in using imagery as a means to
goal set as well as master the course tended to have high flow scores.
Cognitive specific (CS), motivational specific (MS), and motivational-general
arousal (MG-A) had a small, non-significant correlation with MT (r(6) = .492, r(6) =
.321, r(6) = .341, p < .05) and a moderate relationship with flow (r(6) = .522, r(6) = .593,
r(6) = .529, p < .05). There is a high positive relationship between flow and MT (r(6) =
.906, p < .05), indicating that individuals who experienced high levels of flow also
experienced high levels of MT. Control group participants had a moderate inverse
relationship between CG and MT (r(4) = -.659, p < .05) and moderate positive
relationships between CG, MS, and MG-A and flow (r(4) = .662, r(4) = .710, and r(4) =
.552, p < .05 respectively) within control participants. For the control participants, flow
and MT were not found to have a significant relationship (r(4) = .310, p < .05); these
results are consistent with the control participants’ imagery, flow, and MT scores
suggesting that flow did not have any effect on MT. Overall, the tailored imagery script
training was found to be helpful for both flow and mental toughness. Recommendations
for future research should focus on developing a 6-week psychological skills training
program for first time marathon runners and developing research that focuses on
periodizing imagery to coincide with runners’ marathon training programs.
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INTRODUCTORY QUOTATION
[It felt like] sheer joy, pride, and exhaustion. Weakness. Bliss. When you look at my
wedding day, the births of my children, its right up there. I almost don’t want to do
another one because it was so perfect. It makes you feel like you can do anything if you
set your mind to it and have a plan.
One study participant’s description of completing the 2012 Chicago Marathon, her first
marathon.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Marathon runners face numerous physical, emotional, and psychological challenges
before and during a marathon. Physical challenges include dehydration, fatigue,
temperature, or the weather. As one newbie marathon runner (colloquial term used for
first time marathon runners) stated, “… but my cause of uncertainty was the fierce, 30mile-per-hour wind with higher gusts that had moved in overnight. Maine weather is
notorious for its schizophrenic nature, and this weekend wasn’t much of an exception”
(Anderson, 2007, p. 107). In comparison, psychological challenges can include feelings
of anxiety about the race, limiting distraction and staying focused, confidence, and
having that “can do” attitude before and during the marathon.
Compounding such challenges are runners’ lack of experience with the course
physically and mentally. Such inexperience is characteristic of first-time marathon
runners whose race preparation is typically focused on finishing their first marathon and
not optimizing their run through having ideal physical and psychological training prior to
running the marathon.
To assist runners in enhancing performance by mediating physical and
psychological issues that may arise during their race, sport psychologists provide athletes
with a set of mental skills, also known as psychological skills techniques (PST). PSTs are
a set of mental skills that provide the athlete with psychological tools to assist them
before and during their athletic performance; PSTs commonly used within the field of
exercise and sport psychology are goal-setting, imagery, arousal control, concentration,
and self-talk.
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Of particular interest is examining the PST of imagery on performance as well as in
the achievement of optimal levels of arousal and intrinsic motivation during competitive
performance. As defined by Driediger, Hall, and Callow (2006):
Imagery is cognitively reproducing or visualizing an object, scene or
sensation as though it were occurring in overt, physical reality. It evokes the
physical characteristics of an absent object, event or activity that has been
perceived in the past, or may take place in the future. (p. 261)
When engaging the process of imagery, polysensory imagery techniques are often used
whereby the individual uses all five senses (i.e., visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, and
gustatory) to mentally imagine the event. Of the five senses, particular interest is on the
effects of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic imagery on flow, mood, and mental toughness
in marathon runners. Visual imagery requires the individual to mentally ‘see’ the
necessary characteristics or properties of a space, location, action, or event. Visual
imagery has two subcomponents: visual-object imagery and visual-spatial imagery
(Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2010). Visual-object imagery “reflects one’s ability to
process information about the visual appearances of objects and their pictorial properties
(e.g., shape, color and texture)” (Blazhenkova &Kozhevnikov, 2010, p. 277), whereas
visual-spatial imagery refers to “how individuals deal with materials presented in space,
or with how individuals orient themselves in space” (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2010,
p. 277).
Kinesthetic imagery refers to imaging physical movements in order to mentally
rehearse the event. Lastly, auditory imagery is the imagers simulating sound memory or
representing sounds within the imagery experience in order to imagine the event.
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The use of imagery provides athletes a mechanism to performance enhancement
through the means of arousal control, flow achievement, and mental toughness; the
mental feedback and rehearsal such a process provides enable the athlete to overcome
challenges perceived in competition and engage their activity in a prepared way.
Additionally, Hardy and Callow (1999) state, “imagery exerts a beneficial effect
on the acquisition and performance of a motor skill” (p. 97). Therefore, if use of
psychological skills training, specifically imagery, can serve as a benefit to athletic
performance, it is reasonable to generalize its effects on other processes that occur during
athletic performance. Therefore, examining the use of imagery on not only performance
but also flow states and mental toughness is relevant to this domain of sport
psychological research.
Use of imagery provides athletes a set of mental strategies to mediate both
external and internal environments. Moreover, “in tasks that depend on form for their
successful execution, external visual imagery might enable the performer to “see” the
precise positions and movements that are required for successful performance” (Hardy &
Callow, 1999, p. 96).
To add, imagery provides both cognitive and motivational benefits to the athlete;
cognitive benefits concern the mental practice, rehearsal, and planning of strategies and
skills relative to the athlete’s sport (Driediger et al., 2006; Paivio, 1985). In comparison,
the motivational benefits of imagery can be understood through two subcomponents:
motivational general-arousal and motivational general-mastery functions (Driediger et al.,
2006). According to Driediger et al. (2006), “motivational general-arousal function
involves imagery relating to the arousal, stress and anxiety of performing, while the
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motivational general-mastery function relates to images of being confident and mentally
tough” (p. 262).Thus, correlates between imagery and performance enhancement have
been noted in the literature as confidence, motivation, and performance are key elements
to the achievement of optimal levels of euphoria, pleasure, and peak athletic experiences
that are characteristic of flow experiences, positive mood states, and mental toughness.
Further exploration concerning the benefits and uses of imagery within the field of
applied exercise and sport psychology is necessary; therefore, expansion of research that
bridges imagery, mental toughness, and flow is the focus of this study. Research
concerning the direct relationship among imagery, mental toughness, and flow
acquisition is still developing; however, research regarding the use of PST and its effect
on athletes’ levels of motivation, confidence, flow achievement (see Pain, Harwood, &
Anderson, 2009), and enhanced performance (see Tod, Hardy, & Oliver, 2011) have been
firmly noted in the literature.
Ideal is exploring this relationship among marathon runners, specifically first-time
marathon runners, due to their various race concerns. Moreover, examining the potential
benefits imagery training has on mediating those concerns through assisting first-timers
with coping psychologically with the demands of training and facing the challenges
present during the marathon will add to the current preparation strategies runners utilize.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of an imagery intervention
on first time marathon runners’ imagery ability, mental toughness, and flow states.
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Research Questions
The following research questions were present in this study:
1. What are first-time marathoners’ experiences of flow during the marathon?
2. RQ #2: What are the quantitative differences in flow states post imagery
intervention in comparison to baseline flow scores?
3. RQ #3: What are the quantitative differences in marathon runners’ levels of
mental toughness post imagery intervention in comparison to baseline mental toughness
scores?
4. RQ #4: What are the quantitative and qualitative differences in marathon runners’
imagery ability post imagery intervention in comparison to baseline imagery ability
scores?
5. RQ #5: What are the effects of an imagery intervention on first time marathoners’
perception of race challenges post intervention?
6. RQ #6: What are the effects of an imagery intervention on first time marathon
runner’s ability to effectively confront and cope with their identified race challenges?
Limitations
The following limitations were present in this study:
1. Instrumentation. Present within this study were limitations regarding the validity
and measurement of flow and mental toughness. While the Short Flow States Scale is an
ideal quantitative measure for assessing flow experiences in performers, it does not
provide a qualitative analysis of the performers’ experience of flow as suggested by
Starvou et al. (2007) concerning the Long Flow States Scale-2. Moreover, runners’
reports of mental toughness in retrospect using the Sport Mental Toughness
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Questionnaire did not provide as strong an assessment of mental toughness as possible. In
addition, the video of the Chicago marathon was outdated and thus did not provide
participants with an up-to-date view of the marathon course. Thus, participants reported it
difficult to fully appreciate the marathon course covered in the video, nor prepare fully
for the 2013 marathon.
2. The imagery training intervention required participants to engage in a 4-week
intervention study. Participants’ adherence to the study post marathon, at posttest,
decreased due to time commitments, loss of interest, or convenience.
3. Participants selected for this study were first time marathon runners from the
Chicago, IL area (e.g., runners who had not previously run a marathon). Due to the
selection criteria, results may not be generalizable to other marathoners’ experiences.
4. Encouraging participants to remain in the study as well as keeping the participants
fully engaged in the experiment was a challenge. The most challenging was keeping the
participants adhering to the tasks of the imagery training program and documenting their
use of the imagery and video training. While participants reported using the imagery and
video training at posttest, the researcher was not able to verify their use of the imagery in
real time.
5. As noted by Stavrou et al., (2003), the flow experience is one that cannot be fully
qualified by a survey (e.g., FSS-2). Such can be said in relation to a runner’s imagery
experience, flow state, and mental toughness. While the addition of an interview assisted
in gaining a deeper understanding of runners’ experiences as it related to their training
and expectations of the marathon, the retrospective nature of the interviews limited the
researcher’s ability to fully explore first time marathon runners’ experience in deeper
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context (i.e., direct observations or through use of multiple interviews throughout the
study).
Delimitations
The study was delimited to:
1. Participants were individuals who were first time marathon runners.
2. Only participants registered for the Bank of America Chicago Marathon on
October 7th, 2012 were recruited.
3. Intervention was limited to a general imagery intervention.
4. Only participants who were comfortable with engaging in an imagery training
program were included in the study.
5. Only participants who were comfortable with reporting their levels of flow
achievement, function of imagery, imagery ability, and levels of mental toughness, both
at pretest and posttest were included in the study.
6. Only participants who were comfortable with using technology to receive an
imagery training program and/or watching a marathon race video were included in the
study.
7. Questionnaires were limited to self-report.
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Definition of Terms
Auditory Imagery. Auditory imagery is the imager simulating sound memory or
representing sounds within their imagery experience in order to imagine the event.
Autotelic Experience. Autotelic experience is the person’s intrinsic reward and
pleasure felt during a flow state; enjoyment and intrinsic reward from participating in the
activity (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999) are felt when an individual has experienced
flow.
Challenge-Skills Balance. Challenge-skills balance refers to athletes’ feeling their
current skills are well-matched to the demands of the competitive event. Furthermore,
such evaluations are subjective and individual to the athlete.
Clear Goals. Having clear goals allows athletes to understand the direction of
their performance, which is imperative to the achievement of flow. Moreover, goalsetting provides athletes with the preparation needed for competitive performance; such
preparation (e.g., goal-setting) is argued to be a key element in experiencing flow.
Concentration. Concentration refers to complete focus on the task or event. A
lack of concentration can cause poor decisions, distraction, and focus on irrelevant
situational variables that will not assist in achieving flow or produce a desirable
competitive outcome.
Dispositional Flow Scale (DFS). Developed by Susan Jackson, this scale tests the
trait component to flow (Jackson & Eklund, 2004) through examining dispositional
factors that influence individual flow during competition.
Feedback. Feedback can be received from the coach, teammates, competitive
situation, opposing team, as well as the individual (i.e., feeling the movement of the
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body); the individual receives feedback from these sources in order to gauge their
performance and make appropriate adjustments in order to remain competitive during the
event (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Flow. Is athletes’ full absorption into competitive performance that is comprised
of nine components as defined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1999), those being:
challenge-skills balance, merging of action-awareness, clear goals, feedback,
concentration, sense of control, loss of self-consciousness, transformation of time, and
autotelic experience.
Flow States Scale (FSS). Developed by Susan Jackson, this scale tests the state
component to flow (Jackson & Eklund, 2004) through examining situational factors that
influence individual levels of flow during competition.
Imagery. Imagery is the conscious representation of an event, person, object, or
situation mentally. There are various types or modalities of imagery such as: tactile,
kinesthetic, visual, auditory, gustatory, or olfactory.
Kinesthetic Imagery. Kinesthetic imagery refers to the imager imagining feelings
related to a particular movement, skill, or technique.
Loss of Self-Consciousness. Loss of self-consciousness refers to the engagement
of one’s skill without the rigid analysis or evaluation of moment-to-moment performance
or skill completion (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Mental Toughness. A cognitive, emotional, and psychological construct
comprised of adaptive coping, positive emotions, and resilience during challenging and
adverse events or situations (Gucciardi & Jones, 2012).
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Merging of Action-Awareness. The merging of action and awareness refers to
one’s actions, skills, or thoughts becoming merged with the individual’s conscious
awareness (of those actions), resulting in the individual’s movements feeling effortless
and automatic.
Movement Imagery Questionnaire Revised (MIQ-R). An eight question self-report
measure developed by Hall and Martin (1997) assessing an individual’s visual (4 items)
and kinesthetic (4 items) imagery ability.
Sense of Control. Sense of control suggests that athletes relinquish control of their
skill in order to feel in control; when athletes are hyper-vigilant during competition, this
may cause athletes to over-analyze their performance, affecting the achievement of flow.
However, when athletes assume their skills are stable, effective, and reflexive, their
performance becomes unconsciously regulated, allowing their skills to match the
challenge naturally (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Sport Imagery Questionnaire. A 30-item questionnaire used to assess the
frequency with which athletes use imagery, as well as the function of their imagery use
both before and during an event (Hall, Mack, Paivio, & Hausenblas, 1998; Hall, Stevens,
& Paivio, 2005).
Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire. The Sport Mental Toughness
Questionnaire (SMTQ; Sheard, Golby, & Wersch, 2009) is a 14-item questionnaire with
three subscales for confidence, constancy, and control with responses rated on a 4-point
Likert scale from 1 being "not at all true" to 4 being "very true."
Transformation of Time. Transformation of time refers to time feeling as though it
is moving fast or slow.
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Visual Imagery. Visual imagery focuses on the imager’s ability to represent
situations, persons, places, or events through an object or spatially oriented visualization
process. It is the process by which a person (e.g., athlete, performer, or layperson)
mentally thinks about a real life task, prior to its engagement.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Literature
Marathon running has turned from an Olympic competition to a social movement
(Burfoot, 2007) where the prototypic marathon runner is an everyday person running for
a variety of social, health, competition, and generally personal reasons. The motley mix
of the marathon running culture offers prospective marathon runners a welcoming
community of active individuals fulfilling personal and life goals through means of 26.2
mile runs at a time.
The sense of accomplishment, competition, and reinforcement of health goals that
bring many to run a marathon provide insight into the marathon runner’s motivations to
run, adherence to training, and ability to complete the marathon. However, during the
race, examining the fluctuation of moods, emotions, flow states, and feelings of “can do”
are of particular interest to the researcher.
A marathon race is 26.2 miles; thus, setting short-term race goals such as when to
hydrate, how to keep pace, listening to music, etc. can assist the runner in achieving their
ultimate race goal of completing the marathon or for the regular marathon runner, getting
a personal best time.
However, without proper race preparation negative emotions and thoughts can
impede the runner’s psychological as well as physical ability to perform at their best, thus
feeling that they may have had more to give after the race. Finding that ideal balance of
what one can give in an activity (i.e., their skills) relative to the present challenge or
competition is known as challenge-skills balance and is considered a key component in
understanding flow also known as, “getting in the zone.”
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Moreover, runners’ physical and mental preparation is essential to them feeling
able to complete the marathon and face any race challenge that is thrown their way.
Runners who feel ready for the marathon and able to see themselves face and overcome
the demands of the marathon, will successfully navigate the marathon course and feel
more emotionally hardy throughout their race. Such hardiness is referred to as mental
toughness. Finding a balance between what one can do (i.e., challenge-skills balance) in
order to foster an increased sense of mental toughness is essential to marathoners’ ability
to run at their best.
Who is the First-Time Marathoner?
From retired men and women excited to test their limits through the challenge of
running 26.2 miles, to the thirty year old running for their bucket list, or the runners
running in honor of a loved one with a diagnosed illness or the charity runner raising
money for a good cause, the marathon has become an event that unites people from a
diverse set of backgrounds connected by their passion for running and desire to complete
the marathon.
Due to the wide variety of runners that entertain the sport, marathon runners face
and deal with a diversity of training and race concerns that may be psychological,
emotional, or physical and relate to either their training, race day preparation, or
completing the race in general. In addition, due to the diverse demographics and ability
levels of today’s marathon runner, marathon runners can be experienced, seasoned
marathoner runners as well as first time marathon runners new to the structured training
and nutrition required to prepare for a marathon.
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As such, marathoners’ race concerns can involve issues such as rehabbing injury,
training for specific areas of a marathon, navigating race barriers, developing a pre and
post-race plan, and having a workable training plan that is in line with their schedule,
ability level, goals, and general level of comfort as well as developing an ideal nutrition
plan for their race.
Such concerns whether physical or psychological can impede performance as the
marathoner may not feel prepared, confident, or educated regarding how to navigate their
marathon.
Moreover, these concerns if not addressed, may cause the runner to feel less
motivated to engage their marathon, causing the runner to question their ability to
complete the marathon. Such concerns are magnified with first time marathoners as they
have not experienced the marathon and are not familiar with the ins and outs of the
marathon. Use of psychology skills prior to the marathon that address first time
marathoners specific concerns can mediate encroaching negative feelings such as anxiety
or confusion and allow the runner to be more focused on the present, their training, and
less on the marathon as a whole.
Hitting the Wall
Mental and physical preparation is essential for the first time marathon runner.
Coaches, seasoned runners, and sport psychology consultants often discuss the
importance of mental and physical balance on being prepared for a marathon with such
psychological skills as positive self-talk, goal setting, imagery, and relaxation techniques
often cited as beneficial to increasing one’s mental preparedness.
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Without the mental preparation, runners can find themselves concerned with
potential race situations as injury, hydration, finding support along the race path, or the
dreaded “wall”, also known as hitting the wall. Often described by runners as a point in
their run or the race where they feel physically and/or psychologically exhausted, hitting
the wall is a physiological and psychological response to an aversive situation that
requires physical activity (Buman, Omli, Giacobbi, & Brewer, 2012).
According to Stevinson and Biddle (1998) the physiological element of the wall
can be defined as “. . . where glycogen supplies have been exhausted and energy has to be
converted from fat” (p. 229) thus depleting the body and hindering a runner’s ability to
perform. However, the psychological component of HTW can be described as emotional
and cognitive factors that impede an athlete’s ability to adhere to their given physical
activity. Such activity may progress from moderate, to challenging, to aversive.
Morgan and Pollock (1977) examined two forms of cognitive strategies by elite
and amateur athletes when hitting the wall. According to Morgan and Pollock elite
runners used more associative cognitive strategies, referring to thoughts or behaviors that
related to “paying attention to the body and the physical factors critical to performance”
(Buman et al., 2008, p. 285) in order to cope with HTW. Whereas amateur athletes used
more dissociative strategies, “characterized as a type of self-hypnosis in which runners
purposely try to cut themselves off from the sensory feedback they would normally
receive from their body during the run” (Buman et al., 2008, p. 285).
Addressing perceived threats as well as stressors experienced by runners is a
common and effective intervention strategy used for prevention of HTW. Moreover, such
psychological skills as arousal control to work on relaxation during the event, imagery to
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work through the perceived threats, and reframing to modify athletes maladaptive
perceptions of the event are effective sport psychological-specific strategies for HTW
intervention.
Psychological Skills Techniques (PSTs)
Due to the many internal and external factors that can affect the athlete, coaches
and exercise and sport psychology professionals frequently utilize a variety of applied
techniques to assist athletes in preventing poor sport performance. Furthermore, use of
applied techniques provides athletes a set of mental and behavioral skills that assist in
optimizing sport performance throughout game play. A set of commonly used techniques
are called psychological skills training techniques (PSTT). Psychological skills training
(PST) “refers to the systematic and consistent practice of mental or psychological skills
for the purpose of enhancing performance, increasing enjoyment, or achieving greater
sport and physical activity self-satisfaction” (Weinberg & Gould, 2007, p. 250).
Research within the area of psychological skills training (PST) supports the
general notion that negative psychological and physical factors can influence competitive
performance. Therefore, attention must be paid to strategies that can assist the athlete in
enhancing performance while mediating any sources of negative emotions or moods that
might hinder performance. Additionally, through use of “systematic psychological
training” (Daw & Burton, 1994, p. 38) athletes, coaches, as well as exercise and sport
psychology professionals can assist athletic performance.
Such psychological skills are a set of five techniques used to assist athletes,
exercisers, and performers in their performance through understanding the key techniques
of goal-setting, arousal control, self-talk, concentration, and imagery. These techniques
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when used appropriately provide athletes with a psychological toolbox to assist
themselves in optimizing performance through psychological intervention.
The general consensus is use of psychological skills provides many benefits to the
athlete (Hardy, Jones, & Gould, 1996; Morgan & Birrer, 2010; Vealey, 2007; Weinberg
& Gould, 2007) with research finding successful athletes using such cognitive and
behavioral strategies as goal-setting, imagery, refocusing, arousal control, and coping
skills experiencing increased levels of confidence and concentration (Harmison, 2006;
Krane, & Williams, 2006). For the purposes of the present study, researchers will
examine the effects of imagery training on mental toughness and flow states in first-time
marathon runners.
Imagery
Imagery is the conscious representation of an event, person, object, or situation
mentally. The process of imagery provides the individual with the ability to mentally
represent various pictorially or spatially situated situations with which imagery has been
found to be very beneficial in injury rehabilitation, treatment with chronically ill patients,
enhancing performance, as well as mediation of emotional, psychological, as well as
physiological states during various situations and events.
Imagery is implemented through numerous types of imagery or modalities:
modalities refer to which imagery sensation is being stimulated in order to provide a
vivid, clear, and exact imagery experience. Use of multiple imagery modalities provides a
poly-sensory (e.g., stimulation of more than one sense) experience for the imager. The
stimulation of these senses provides the imager a fuller imagery experience however, not
all modalities are necessary in order to enhance performance. Examples of imagery
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modalities are kinesthetic, auditory, visual, gustatory, or tactile. While all modalities of
imagery are found to be greatly beneficial to performance, for the purposes of this study,
the researcher will focus on the use of visual, kinesthetic, and auditory imagery.
Auditory imagery is defined as the introduction of sound memory in order to
provide a mental representation of an event. Visual imagery, in comparison, focuses on
the imager’s ability to represent situations, persons, places, or events through an object or
spatially oriented visualization process. According to Vecchi (1999), visual imagery
stimulates similar perceptual areas as that of vision, especially similar regarding memory.
Kinesthetic imagery refers to mentally representing the imager’s physical movements in
order to effectively image the event.
In addition to imagery modalities, Mahoney (1977) states that imagery can best be
understood from two distinct perspectives: internal and external. Internal imagery is
imagery from a first person perspective for which the imager imagines themselves
performing the event or engulfed in the experience within their own body. Research has
found that the internal perspective is characterized by more kinesthetic imagery than
other modalities. The relationship between internal imagery and the kinesthetic modality
has been found to be beneficial to athletes regarding arousal as well as bettering the
athlete’s motor control, memory, and learning of skill and technique. In contrast is the
external perspective, for which the imager sees themselves from a third person
perspective; this form of imagery is comprised of the imager seeing themselves engaging
the imagery action from a spectator point of view and has been found to be beneficial in
assisting athletes in better understanding form and function. External imagery has been
found to be more related to the visual imagery modality.
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Considered more important than the perspective of imagery is its function;
According to Paivio (1985), imagery can serve both cognitive and motivational functions
on a general and specific scale. Cognitive-specific functions (CS) is imagery that assists
the learner in addressing certain skills they would like to enhance, whereas cognitivegeneral (CG) functions is imagery that assists the learner in effectively understanding and
executing certain game strategies. In comparison are the motivational-specific (MS) and
motivational-general functions. Motivational-specific (MS) regards the use of imagery to
develop, understand, as well as mediate an athlete’s goals. MS functions assist athletes in
understanding the purpose of the athlete’s actions during game play; moreover, through
use of imagery sport psychologists can introduce appropriate goal-setting skills. The
motivational-general mastery (MG-M) function regards imagery that assists the learner in
mastering the task of their performance. Lastly is motivational-general arousal which is
imagery that assists the learner in understanding and coping with their feelings and
emotions during performance, developing appropriate feelings that will positively affect
performance, as well as introducing relaxation techniques to assist athletes with feelings
of anxiety during performance.
Imagery Ability and Use
Good imagers have developed a set of skills that assist them in enhancing their
imagery experience regardless of the perspective or modality used. Within the sport
psychology literature, imagery ability has been correlated with imagery use by imagers,
thus imagery ability is affected by the frequency and extent to which the imagery is used.
Paradoxically, persons can use imagery frequently, but be poor imagers, making the need
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to teach effective imagery skills a necessity for those interested in the benefits of imagery
for performance enhancement.
In order to enhance one’s imagery ability, focus on the vividness, controllability,
and exactness of one’s imagery is needed. Good imagery is one that has vivid imagery,
meaning the objects of the imagery are imaged with clear representations; such vividness
allows the imager to thoroughly image the objects of the imagery. Controllability, refers
to one being able to manipulate one’s emotions and actions during imagery; such
controlled imagery contrasts that of spontaneous imagery as noted by Blazhenkova and
Kozhevnikov (2010) whom suggest, ‘uncontrolled’ visual imagery is imagery
spontaneously generated without conscious effort. In contrast, ‘controlled’ visual imagery
is imagery involving purposeful effort.
Control of the objects mentally represented through imagery allows for purposeful
rehearsal of the competitive event and the athlete to plan and strategize prior to
competition. Lastly, exactness (Murphy, 2005) refers to imagery being clear and having
precise replication of the intended experience. Good imagers are able to control their
imagery in a way that provides vivid and exact imagery.
Testing Imagery
There have been multiple scales used to test the range of athlete’s imagery use,
ability, and vividness within the sport psychological literature. The Object Spatial
Imagery Questionnaire (OSIQ) has been found reliable across studies researching visual
artists, scientists, and mathematicians, as researchers (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov,
2010) sought to separate object visual ability from spatial visual ability (not as distinct,
but complementary). However, the OSIQ has not been used in sport settings. The
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Vividness of Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ) is a scale that assesses the vividness of
one’s images and has been found highly reliable across many settings.
Lauren Jones (2009) used the Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire
(VMIQ), Motivational Imagery Ability Measure for Sport (MIAMS), and the Sport
Competition Anxiety Test for Children (SCAT-C) to examine the effectiveness of an
imagery training program on athletes’ performance anxiety during competition and
imagery ability (Jones, 2009).
Lastly is the Sport Imagery questionnaire, which assesses the function (cognitive
vs. motivational) of one’s imagery as well as the frequency of the imagery functions. The
SIQ is a revised version of the Imagery Use Questionnaire (IUQ) and found to be
considerably reliable within sports.
Imagery and Flow
Imagery has been found to be considerably beneficial in enhancing general
athletic performance (Murphy, 2005), for which, there are many reasons why imagery
would serve as a facilitator to flow. Such reasons include: first, imagery provides the
learner with a set of mental tools regarding how to develop and focus on their goals.
Second, as suggested by Paivio (1985), imagery can motivate an athlete to achieve and
master a specific goal(s). Therefore, pairing this function of imagery to the optimization
of the clear goals component is well directed. This notion is important as athlete’s who
do not have clear goals will enter the activity without direction. Focusing on goals
through imagery would provide the athlete with a method to engage their performance
without having to think about the purpose of it.
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Third, according to Paivio (1985), imagery can serve as a mechanism for arousal
control and emotional regulation; imagery training can teach an athlete what emotions
and thoughts can help and hinder their athletic performance. Through proper use of
imagery, an athlete can effectively minimize negative moods and feelings (during their
race) while optimizing positive feelings related to ability/skill.
Fourth, using kinesthetic imagery with either an internal or external perspective,
imagery can provide a guide to the kinesthetic experience, thus, maximizing the athlete’s
sense of feedback during the event. Also, such imagery training promotes concentration
through training that teaches the athlete how to focus in and maintain an ideal attentional
field during competition. Lastly, through imagery instruction that focuses on enhancing
role clarity and decreasing feelings of self-consciousness, the athlete can come to
understand the elements of full absorption within their performance.
In conclusion, because flow achievement is not guaranteed and is highly affected
by internal and external factors, research within the area of flow theory is needed to
explore such factors and their relationship to flow achievement. Therefore, to expand the
field of exercise and sport psychology’s understanding regarding flow acquisition, the
present study will examine the effectiveness individualized imagery training on mental
toughness and flow acquisition in first time marathon runners.
Mental Toughness
Definitions of mental toughness (MT) have varied considerably in the literature.
Crust (2007) defined MT as an athlete’s ability to cope under pressure and characterized
by an athlete who has an increased determination to succeed, is persistent and effectively
utilizes mental skills techniques in order to cope with aversive events. Jones et al. (2002)
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found that athletes defined MT as one’s ability to cope and focus under pressure as well
as maintain a high level of belief in one’s potential to succeed. In contrast, Kobasa (1979)
examined the relationship between hardiness and MT concluding that MT was one’s
degree of control, commitment, and challenge relative to performance. Kobasa further
suggested that mental toughness was related to resilience, postulating individuals who
were more mentally tough, were more resilient.
A more complete definition of mental toughness has been put forth by Mallett and
Coulter (2011) stating that mental toughness involves the “pursuit of goals in
achievement contexts, and in that quest, particular values, attitudes, emotions, cognitions,
and behaviors seem to influence the way in which an individual approaches, responds to,
and appraises both negatively and positively construed pressures…” (p. 191).
In attempts to ground the definition of mental toughness, several measures have
been developed to further explore this construct. A widely used scale measuring mental
toughness across six subscales (i.e., commitment, emotional control, life control,
challenge, interpersonal confidence, and confidence in abilities) is the Mental Toughness
Questionnaire 48 (MTQ48; Clough, Earle, & Sewell, 2002).In contrast is the Sports
Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ; Sheard et al., 2009); a 14-item questionnaire
with three subscales for confidence, constancy, and control provide a global mental
toughness assessment. According to Sheard, Golby, & van Wersch (2009), mental
toughness is best operationalized as a product of constancy, confidence, and control.
Additional research is needed concerning the operationalization of mental
toughness as well as measures that can assess levels of mental toughness across various
sport domains.
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The Flow Model
While conceptualized based on the nine components of Flow, often, flow is
expressed as a diverse experience based on the person’s level of ability (expert vs.
amateur) and sport. For example, athletes may express their experiences as a rhythm or
connection not experienced doing a non-exercise activity that best explains their
experience.
First coined by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, flow colloquially is known as one’s
ability to “get into the zone.” Specifically, flow is an athlete’s full engagement in their
athletic performance that involves an ideal balance between focus, enjoyment, the
challenges of the competitive situation and the athlete’s skills. Athletes attempt to find
this harmonious balance during competitive performance whereby the athlete or
performer's mind and body are engaging the competitive event with seemingly automatic,
correct, and autotelic response.
According to Csikszentmihalyi (1990), flow is a cognitive state that involves an
athlete being focused, yet, enjoying their athletic performance (Jackson &
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). Focus is characterized by an athlete being fully absorbed in
their activity (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). The focused athlete is one who can
mute irrelevant external as well as internal distractions allowing them to concentrate on
the competitive task. Such concentration is influenced by the achievement of optimal
levels of arousal (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908; see Figure 1) and attention mediated by the
components of flow as well as an athlete’s emotional state during competition.
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Figure 1: Yerkes-Dodson Inverted U Illustration (Lem Tool, 2006)
An athlete who feels focused during their athletic performance is one that may
describe their performance as:
I felt very in control and very strong. I was able to run as I had planned…I felt
really focused…It clicked; it felt great the whole way. (Jackson &
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999, p. 4)
An athlete who is focused during their competitive performance is one who is fully
concentrated on the physical and mental tasks required to perform at their best. Such
focus is necessary for optimal performance. In comparison, enjoyment is characterized as
a “harmonious experience” (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999) that results in an athlete
who reports a positive, euphoric, and intrinsically motivating experience. This process of
flow is seen in the following athlete’s description after their performance:
I just really enjoyed the experience of running and really had probably the most
successful race of my life. It wasn’t as painful as the others. (Jackson &
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999, p. 4)
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Flow is a state of consciousness that can be experienced by anyone engaged in a
performance situation. However, according to flow theory sport provides individuals
more positive experiences, thus, more opportunities to achieve flow (Jackson &
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Flow involves nine components: challenge-skills balance, merging of actionawareness, clear goals, feedback, concentration, sense of control, loss of selfconsciousness, transformation of time, and autotelic experience. Optimizing of all nine
components during a single activity can create an optimal state of arousal (Yerkes &
Dodson, 1908) thus positively effecting performance.
Challenge-skills balance. Considered an essential component to flow as well as
general performance, challenge-skills balance refers to the need for the individual to have
a balance between their current competitive situation and perceived skill level; this
‘balance’ is where the challenges of the situation match the skills of the athlete for which
these challenges and skills are at a personally high level (Williams, 2006) positively
effecting performance (see Figure 2). Moreover, challenges are the situational demands
of the event that provide an opportunity for action, with skills being a person’s perceived
level of confidence and belief in their ability (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). In
order to reach a balance between challenges and skills, one’s challenges and skills must
be well-matched, relatively high, and go beyond the person’s average skill levels
(Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
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Figure 2: Challenge-Skills Balance Quadrants (Jackson and Csikzentmihalyi, 1999)
Furthermore, this component is essential to experiencing flow at which an athlete
must feel that their current skill level is well matched for the competitive setting (Jackson
& Csikzentmihalyi, 1999), or such negative moods as boredom (having high skills and
low challenge), anxiety (having low skills and high challenge), or relaxation/apathy
(having low skill and low challenge) could arise (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Conditions for Flow (Csikzentmihalyi, 1997)
Moreover, an athlete’s perceived skills are necessary to match the presenting
challenges of the competitive event, possibly before the latter eight components can be
maximized. Understanding the role of challenge skills balance is important in considering
an athlete’s ability to access and maintain a flow state. If an individual does not sense a
balance between the foreseeable challenge and their perceived skills, the inequality will
generate anxiety within the athlete prohibiting them from fully utilizing the eight
remaining components of flow.
A second component of flow, the merging of action-awareness, refers to the
merging of one’s actions and awareness during performance; such integration of
conscious action and awareness of that athlete’s action causes the individual’s
movements to feel effortless. Action-awareness merging is the fusion of effort and
awareness of that effort during an activity, thus creating a moment whereby the ‘feeling’
of doing is lost and the feeling of automatic response takes place. The athlete is no longer
thinking of the “hows” of performing and just doing.
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Clear goals refer to knowing what you are attempting to achieve or complete; one’s
goals regarding the performance are needed in order for the person to know whether their
performance is adequately matching the situational demands of the event. This
component refers to having a clear set of strategies, instructions, or goals when engaging
in the activity. Clear goals allow the athlete to evaluate the progress of their action
through the automatic assessment of their progress toward their specific goals.
Unambiguous feedback refers to the automatic receipt of information from various
sources during the activity which positively affects performance. This information or
feedback allows the participant to make any necessary adjustments to their form or
performance, and is accomplished through automatic response (not self-conscious or
forced). Unambiguous feedback describes a performer needing to receive accurate
feedback during the event which will promote skill development. Feedback can be
received from the coach, teammates, competitive situation, opposing team, as well as the
individual (i.e., feeling the movement of the body); the individual receives feedback from
these sources in order to gauge their performance and make appropriate adjustments to
remain competitive during the event (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Concentration refers to complete concentration on the task or event. A lack of
concentration can cause poor decisions, distraction, and focus on irrelevant situational
variables that will not assist in achieving flow or produce a desirable competitive
outcome. When optimizing this component the athlete mutes irrelevant stimuli and
distractions and is fully focused on their course of action.
Sense of control is a paradoxical notion that refers to the athlete feeling in control,
but not consumed by the evaluation of it (Stavrou et al., 2007). Sense of Control suggests
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that athletes relinquish control of their skill in order to feel in control; when athletes are
hyper-vigilant during competition this may cause the athlete to over-analyze their
performance affecting the achievement of flow. However, when athletes assume their
skills are stable, effective, and reflexive, the athlete’s performance becomes
unconsciously regulated allowing their skill to match the challenge naturally. A sense of
control is also compared to the feeling of effortlessness that is found during the merging
of action and awareness (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).
Loss of self-consciousness is focusing on the skill but not its evaluation (Jackson &
Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). The achievement of flow is hindered by the over-evaluation of
the athlete’s performance because it denotes an athlete that is not focused on the
development of their skill or the enjoyment of the event as well as being anxious about
their performance. In order to optimize performance, self-conscious thoughts (over
evaluation of one’s actions) regarding the nature of the performance must be eliminated,
resulting in a performer who is fully absorbed, yet freely engaged in the activity. The
performer releases feelings of the ego (e.g., “is this movement correct” or “am I doing a
good job”) and comes to understand what their role is in the activity. This feeling of selfawareness is described by Gayle Privette (1983) as “clarity of role”.
Transformation of time refers to the feeling during the activity that time has
transformed beyond physical awareness. Athletes report the feeling that time has either
sped or slowed down. When in this state, athletes have reported that as their behaviors
felt slowed, the overall course of the event seemed to speed by.
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Lastly, is autotelic experience, which is a person’s intrinsic reward and pleasure,
felt during a flow state; enjoyment and intrinsic reward from participating in the activity
(Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999) are felt when an individual has experienced flow.
Flow States Scales
Flow states have been assessed using both dispositional and situational versions
of the flow scales. The flow scales are a series of scales that assess the extent to which
situational or dispositional factors influence individual flow achievement during activity.
The Dispositional Flow Scale (DFS) was developed by Susan Jackson and tests the trait
component to flow (Jackson & Eklund, 2004) through examining dispositional factors
that influence individual flow during competition. In comparison the Flow States Scale
(FSS) was also developed by Susan Jackson and tests the state component to flow
(Jackson & Eklund, 2004) through examining situational factors that influence individual
levels of flow during competition.
The long versions of both the FSS-2 and DFS-2 have 36 items and measure state
and trait flow along nine subscales based on the nine component of flow (i.e., challengeskill balance, action-awareness, clear goals, unambiguous feedback, sense of control, loss
of self-consciousness, concentration on the task at hand, transformation of time, and
autotelic experience).
Stavrou el al. (2003) found that the FSS had reasonable reliability regarding its
correlations between flow subscales, the orthogonal model of flow, and assessment of
challenge and skills in athletes. Additionally, Jackson and Marsh found considerable
reliability and validity with both the Flow States Scale-2 (FSS-2) and Dispositional Flow
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Scale-2 (DFS-2) this is further supported by Jackson and Eklund in their publication of
the flow manual.
A more recent version of the FSS-2 and DFS-2 was developed by Jackson (2009)
and is a short form of each scale. The Short Flow States Scale-2 (Short FSS-2 ; see
Appendix F) is a nine-item questionnaire assessing the state component of flow (Jackson,
2009) on a five-point Likert scale with response items from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5
“strongly agree.”
Peak Moments and Flow
Peak experience is defined as a transcendental, spontaneous, and joyful event that
absorbs the individual into its moment. Abraham Maslow (1968) suggested that peak
experiences are vital elements in an individual’s quest for self –actualization; such a
moment provides an optimal state of consciousness as well as experience. Privette (1983)
suggests that the ‘self’ is more passive due to the spontaneous nature of a peak
experience and this passive ‘self’ allows the ‘self’ to be absorbed in the moment, rather
than in the pursuit of any action (during the moment). Individuals that experience this
peak moment tend to report feelings of completion or closure as the experience may
redefine, finalize, or reframe certain feelings of progress or stagnation.
Peak performance is defined as the experience of superior performance during an
activity (Privette, 1983). Peak performance is characterized as maximizing one’s ability
thus feelings of progress and superiority are felt. Peak performance differs from peak
experience in that peak performance tends to be more focused, intentional (not
spontaneous), and responsive to the activity. Meaning, an athlete is responding to the
demands of the competitive event with their skills, instead of passively experiencing the
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competition without action. There is a strong sense of self and self-understanding during
this moment, as the participant understands their ability, motivations for participation,
and is often seeking to optimize performance for a some personal or extrinsic outcome
(see Table 1).

Table 1: Typologies of Peak Experiences and Peak Performance (Privette, 1983)
In comparison, flow is defined as an intrinsically motivating and joyful
experience. The flow state is often discussed in relation to peak performance whereby
such a pairing suggests that the experience of flow is contingent on a peak performance
(or vice versa). This assumption is often debated within the area of sport psychology:
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peak performance is superior or best ability that is not exclusively comprised of intrinsic
motivation and joy (as a product). An athlete could have experienced a peak performance
without the feelings of deep enjoyment or intrinsic motivation. In comparison,
experiencing flow is not dependent on an athlete feeling as though they are maximizing
their current ability. Regarding the self during flow, the self-experiences a loss of ego and
role clarity; negative emotions associated with the over-evaluation of performance (i.e.,
anxiety or frustration) are suppressed (see Table 1 and Figure 4). This suppression of
self-conscious thought permits the performer to come to a sense of deep awareness
regarding their placement and function within the activity. Moreover, an understanding of
the process becomes more fluid to which once experienced (flow) the participant feels
motivated to continue to participate.

Figure 4: Typologies Peak Experience, Peak Performance, and Flow (Privette, 1983)
Personal interactions play a vital role in the flow experience. When considering the
components of challenge-skills balance, feedback, and clear goals it is evident that
interactions with others could directly affect the optimization of these components.
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Feedback, as previously defined, provides the participant an unobstructed understanding
of the need to alter or engage certain skills. Feedback can be received from multiple
sources such as: coaches, teammates, spectators, as well as the athletes own body (i.e.,
kinesthetic feedback). Appropriate forms of information that guide the athlete during
performance (thus eliminating self-conscious thought) would certainly open the door to
the flow experience. However, such negative sources of feedback as: negative comments,
behaviors, or remarks from spectators, lack of communication on the team or with the
coach, can hinder athletes’ ability to adequately make adjustments to their play, thus
hindering flow achievement.
Secondly, is the element of challenge-skills balance, which is the athlete feeling
that his/her skills are well matched for the competitive event. Stavrou et al. (2007)
explored the role of challenge-skills balance and the orthogonal model of flow on its
relationship to flow achievement. The researchers’ found that persons who scored high
on the flow scales also scored high on the ‘skills’ subscale in the challenge measure. Such
a finding suggests that an athlete must feel able to engage a competitive setting at their
current skill level (or possess the ability to increase their skills) in order to achieve flow.
Such findings do not discount the notion of ‘challenges’, as challenge is an essential
component in minimizing feelings of boredom or apathy in order to achieve flow but do
highlight the importance of an athlete’s subjective evaluation of their current ability.
Interestingly, this study expands the theory of flow in that not only are the
perceptions of skills possibly slightly more important that the challenge of the event, but
research highlighting effectors of skill perception can be explored. Moreover, good
training and communication within the team regarding what the athlete can offer to the
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competition are variables that affect the athlete’s subjective measure of their
performance.
Lastly, the flow component of clear goals refers to the participant having structured
goals regarding their participation in the performance. Maintaining or developing a clear
set of goals can be affected by the coach, team, or parents. Having clear goals when
entering the activity allows athletes to enter the competition focused on only the
necessary actions pertaining to that activity. Unfortunately, a team, coach, or parent who
does not clearly communicate goals to the athlete may create feelings of confusion or
self-consciousness regarding the athlete’s ability to effectively monitor their behaviors
and actions during the event as well as perform at their peak.
Research Methods
The present study explored the role of an imagery training intervention on
imagery ability, flow, and mental toughness in first time marathon runners. Present
within the study were the independent variable of imagery training that was hypothesized
to introduce some change in the experiment via audio and video training.
Within the study the independent variable, as it stands, was the imagery
intervention, specifically, an imagery script + video training group, and a video training
group. The dependent variables, the variables by which we measure the change or
outcome, were the variables of imagery ability, flow, and mental toughness.
In examining the scope of the research study, the research notes the possibility of
extraneous variables; extraneous variables were variables that had not been controlled for
by the researcher and affected either the scores on the dependent measure or the
participants’ interaction with the independent variable. According to Partington and
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Partington (2009), an extraneous variable was reported in their study of big wave surfers
and flow addiction. Although they found that big wave surfers reported a dysfunctional
relationship between surfing and the need to experience flow (which appeared to have
impaired their life), a third variable of general addiction was not controlled for. Thus, it
may not have been that flow was addictive for these participants, but that surfing or
general addictive personality traits (or behaviors) precipitated other addictive behaviors
(such as the dysfunctional need to experience flow).
Possible extraneous variables within this study could include: 1) participants
using other mental skills training tools in conjunction with the imagery scripts and video
training, as well as runners getting injured and this affecting their resilience and
confidence during the marathon.
Qualitative Design. Flow can be defined as an intrinsically motivating and joyful
experience felt during an athlete or performer’s full absorption in their activity. Flow is
often compared to such optimal states of peak performance and peak experience,
however, the intrinsically motivating and invested nature of flow is what separates flow
from other peak moments (Privette, 1983).
Research within the field of sport psychology has sought to examine triggers
(Privette, 1983) or variables that will assist an athlete in achieving this optimal state. Of
interest is the use of imagery in achieving flow and enhancing performance.
By definition, imagery is mentally visualizing an object or picture in your mind.
Imagery, has many modalities (i.e., auditory, visual, kinesthetic, etc.) for which the use of
specific functions (Paivio, 1985), and perspectives (internal vs. external) differ dependent
on the sport, performance, and athlete’s individual characteristics. In order to fully
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understand the intersection of imagery, flow, and performance, my study will employ a
mixed methods approach to capture the many definitions, experiences, and realities of
imagery and flow (from the perspective of marathon runners).
According to Willis (2007), the three research paradigms are: Critical theory,
Interpretivism, and Post-positivism. The critical theory paradigm focuses on researching
dominating and oppressive acts within society. Moreover, critical theorists work to
highlight disparities in society, as their research is seen as progressive- not only research,
but a mechanism for change.
Interpretivism is a paradigm that focuses on how humans interpret their world;
interpretivism is concerned with coming to understand a situation or group through the
perspectives of those being studied. Additionally, interpretivism supports the notion that
the researcher provides an added reality to be understood.
Lastly is post-positivism which is concerned with objectivity, the scientific
method to data collection and research, and the approximation of reality. Post-positivists
believe that through use of multiple methods, as close of an approximation to reality can
be achieved. This paradigm grew from the positivistic approach which believed reality is
an achievable objective.
Concerning my study, there are two research paradigms that match my approach:
post-positivism and interpretivism. As previously stated, the post-positivist approach
believes in approaching research through traditional forms of research (i.e., quantitative),
the scientific method (i.e., hypothesis testing), and objectivity. In addition, this approach
believes in generating and testing a formal hypothesis.
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In contrast, interpretivists believe in a more inductive process to research, moving
from the specific to the general, an understanding that there are multiple realities for
which traditional methods of research cannot fully capture, and the subjective nature of
research. Interpretivists believe that no researcher can be fully objective, in such, the
subjective experiences, knowledge, and understanding on the part of the researcher is
what adds to the qualitative content.
This study will explore the effect of imagery on flow and mental toughness in first
time marathon runners. As related to post-positivism, my study will utilize a between
subjects, pretest-posttest, experimental design in order to address the impact an imagery
training program has on first time runners’ flow states and levels of mental toughness.
The experimental design within the field of research is respected as a research method
that will, as closely as possible, approximate reality due to the controls implemented in
the methodology. Instilling the controls of randomization, pretest-post design, and the
exclusion of select participant types is my attempt at eliminating researcher bias,
participant reactivity, and maturation.
Post-positivists support this approach and although the study is not able to
completely represent the reality of imagery, flow, and mental toughness in first time
marathon runners, the experimental design allows for as close of an approximation to the
“real thing” as possible. However, use of a quantitative approach and experimental design
in researching flow and mental toughness may hinder the researcher’s ability to fully
understand the flow experience and perceptions of mental toughness in newbie marathon
runners.
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For example, Stavrou et al. (2007) explored the effect of the orthogonal model of
flow on peak performance. They found that relaxation and flow were most closely
associated with enhanced performance. However, the element of perceived skills
discussed in flow component 1 (e.g., challenge-skills balance), was correlated to flow
achievement. Therefore, researchers’ theorized that perceived skills are an essential
element in flow achievement and enhanced performance. Yet the researchers’ note that
the quantitative approach taken in assessing flow and challenge may not provide a full
picture of these constructs as they relate to the athlete.
Moreover, although flow is able to be assessed through use of the Dispositional
Flow Scale-2 (DFS-2) and Flow States Scale-2 (FSS-2), such measures as suggested by
Stavrou et al. (2007) do not provide a thorough understanding of athletes’ perception,
experience, and formulation of flow. Therefore, use of a qualitative approach is needed to
explore how runners experience factors that contribute to the flow experience during their
training (i.e., race challenges) and skills the runner has used to assist in mediating
thoughts and emotions surrounding said challenges. Therefore, my study will utilize an
interpretivist approach; this approach will use interviews to fully understand the runners’
experiences regarding imagery and perceived race challenges. The combination of postpositivism and interpretivism allows me to view the many realities of first time marathon
running as perceived through the eyes of the newbie Chicago marathon runner as well as
the researcher.
My study did not use a critical theory approach as I am not addressing issues of
inequality, oppression, or disparity within the sport of marathon running or characteristic
of that group.
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The three research paradigms discussed by Marshall and Rossman (2010) are:
lived experiences, communication (discourse), and culture. Lived experiences refer to
research exploring human interaction, behaviors, etc. through the “daily lived
experiences” (Willis, 2007) of the subject. This genre assumes the belief that reality can
be understood through the lens of those living in the situation and through interviewing or
observing how they live or lived through this particular situation, we can come to
understand it.
An example of the lived experience approach would be a researcher studying the
impact of divorce. The researcher may interview men and women who have experienced
divorce and ask participants to discuss their experiences before, during, and after the
divorce. Such a study is exploring how these individuals experienced divorce within their
lives and how they have come to make meaning of that particular situation.
In comparison, culture involves exploring the interaction of humans within a
specific culture, with the understanding that one’s culture affects our perceptions,
interactions, and world view. Full immersion into the interactions of that culture may be
necessary to fully understand the influences of culture on the individual. Lastly,
communication or discourse, examines how humans communicate with one another; as
well as how they communicate ideas, concepts, and/or beliefs regarding the world.
This study will employ the genre of lived experience as such an approach has
been used previously within sport psychological and flow research. For example,
Partington and Partington (2009) believed that flow could have a negative influence (e.g.,
addictive) on the behaviors of big wave surfers due to its euphoric qualities. The
researchers’ interviewed big wave surfers to examine how flow was experienced, it’s
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effect on sport engagement (e.g., in having experienced this joyful state, might big wave
surfers dysfunctionally surf in order to achieve flow, making the feeling of flow possibly
addictive), as well as how flow is defined amongst these athletes. Researchers could not
conclude the negative impact of flow (e.g., it being addictive), however, did find that big
wave surfers have (and do) engaged in other addictive and/or dysfunctional behaviors
throughout their surfing career (and before), for which the flow experience is merely a
byproduct of their extreme sporting engagement and personalities.
Therefore, through use of interviews, the researcher intends to explore how first
time marathon runners perceive the nature of the Chicago marathon, potential challenges
in the marathon, psychological skills they have used during marathon training to assist
with these potential challenges, and their familiarity with imagery and marathon video
training. By addressing the frequency and function of imagery, how runners come to use
imagery and how it has related to their performance in the past, present, and future, the
reality of marathon running will be explored.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of an imagery intervention
on first time marathon runners’ reported levels of mental toughness, flow states, and
imagery ability.
Research Design
The study employed a pretest-posttest, between-subjects design. The strength of
this design allowed for generalizability of the study’s results across first time marathon
runners due to its experimental controls. A weakness of the design included it being
limited to first time marathon runners for which the study's results cannot be generalized
to seasoned marathon runners as well as other sports or activities.
The term operational definition refers to the well-defined definition of the
variables used within your research question, but more so your hypothesis. Imagery is
defined as mentally imagining an event in your mind. The effectiveness of an
individualized imagery training program on flow, imagery ability, and mental toughness
in first time marathon runners was evaluated. Imagery was defined through using of
multiple constructs as theorized by Pavio (1985): “(a) the sport situation, (b) the function
of imagery used, (c) the outcomes associated with imagery use, and (d) imagery ability”
(Hall, Stevens, & Pavio, 2005, p. 13).
Flow was defined as athletes’ full immersion in their present competitive
performance moderated by the optimization of the nine cognitive components (e.g., C-S
balance, clear goals, transformation of time, loss of self-consciousness, feedback,
concentration, action-awareness merging, and autotelic experience) of flow; which will
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be tested through use of the Flow States Scale-2 and its nine subscales (listed above).
Lastly, mental toughness was defined as the level of confidence, constancy, and controls
an athlete experiences during sport performance.
Participants
Participants were 20 first-time marathon runners (i.e., individuals who had not
participated in a marathon before), 14 females and 6 males with an average age of 36.6
years (SD = 10.5) who were registered to run in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon
in Chicago, IL on October 7th, 2012. In order to be selected for the purpose of exploring
the effects of a 4-week imagery program on mental toughness, flow states, and imagery
ability, runners must have reported the Chicago marathon being their first marathon as
well as being in generally good health. Persons who did not meet the minimum age
requirement, were not first time marathoners, as well as those who were not registered to
run in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon were excluded from participation in the
study. Participants were above the age of 18 and reported regular participation in
marathon training, comfort with engaging in a psychological skills training program, as
well as participating in questioning that explored their performance, flow states, mental
toughness, imagery ability, and imagery use.
The sample was primarily Caucasian, with 14 participants identifying as
Caucasian and 6 participants identifying as Hispanic or Latino. One participant reported
his highest education or degree obtained being a doctoral degree (e.g., Ph.D., Ed.D.,
Psy.D., etc.), 5 having a graduate degree (e.g., M.A., M.Ed., M.S., etc.), 1 some graduate
school, 6 a college degree (e.g., B.A., B.S., etc.), 5 some college, and 1 a high school
diploma. Runners reported their total years running competitively, with their average
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years running competitively being 6.23 years (SD = 7.52). Their reported months training
for the upcoming Chicago marathon (when asked at pretest) averaged 4.78 months (SD =
1.9). Runners also provided the total number of races and distances completed to date
(participants were asked to approximate if necessary) and results indicated that the
average number of races completed was: 6.9 (SD = 6.57) races for the 5k, 1.85 (SD =
3.05) races for the 10k, 0.5 (SD = 1.55) races for the 10 miler, and 2.05 (SD = 2.14) for
the half marathon (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Average Number of Races Completed
Lastly, 15 runners reported using imagery in some form with five runners
reporting not using imagery. As illustrated in the following quote, participants reported
prior experiences with imagery:
Participant 14: “I like to visualize the route I'm running and have an idea of how
much more I have to go and how much I've already ran. This is why I like to
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review my running routes ahead of time to see what streets or areas we will be
passing”.
Such experiences ranged from imaging the race course to using imagery to assist with
goal setting in practice, as preparation for other races, or in general to assist with daily
activities (i.e., work).
Instrumentation
The participants were asked to complete five surveys, two semi-structured
interviews, and a weekly imagery intervention. First was a demographics survey
developed by the researcher, assessing general participant information (e.g., age, gender,
education, etc.), number of marathon races run, and personal best record. Next was the
Movement Imagery Questionnaire Revised (MIQ-R): an eight question self-report
measure developed by Hall and Martin (1997) assessing an individual’s visual (4 items)
and kinesthetic (4 items) imagery ability. Next was the Sport Imagery Questionnaire
(SIQ): a 30-item questionnaire used to assess the frequency with which athletes use
imagery, as well as the function of their imagery use both before and during an event
(Hall et al., 1998, 2005). Fourth was the Short Flow States Scale-2 (FSS-2), a nine-item
questionnaire used to assess the state component to flow (Jackson, 2009) through
examining situational factors that influence individual flow acquisition during
competition. Next was the Sports Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ; Sheard,
Golby, & Wersch, 2009), a 14-item questionnaire assessing athletes’ levels of mental
toughness related to an athletic event with three subscales for confidence, constancy, and
control.
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Then was a four week tailored imagery training intervention conducted from
Monday September 3rd, 2012 until Monday October, 1st, 2012 that led the participants
through imagining self-identified race challenges and confronting the challenges
physically and psychologically; each imagery session lasted between 10 to 15 minutes,
depending on the participant’s identified race concerns. Next were two semi-structured
interviews; the first was a 9-question interview that served as a pre-intervention and race
interview to examine participants’ definitions of flow and mental toughness, potential
challenges they expected to face during their upcoming marathon, and their reported use
of psychological skills techniques in coping with those potential challenges. The second
interview was a 10-question interview that occurred as a post-intervention and race
interview assessing participants’ reactions to treatment, the effectiveness of treatment, as
well as participants’ perception of the imagery intervention in confronting their perceived
race challenges.
Demographics Survey
The researcher developed an 11 question general demographics survey about
participant information (e.g., age, gender, education, etc.), number of shorter races run
(i.e., 5k, 10k, half marathon, etc.), personal best times, and potential challenges they face
during their marathon (see Appendix C). This information was used to gain an
understanding of the participants’ backgrounds and general demographic information.
Movement Imagery Questionnaire Revised (MIQ-R)
The Movement Imagery Questionnaire Revised (MIQ-R; see Appendix D) is an
8-question self-report measure developed by Hall and Martin (1997) assessing an
individual’s visual (4 items) and kinesthetic (4 items) imagery ability. Participants are
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first asked to physically perform a movement, then visually or kinesthetically image the
movement. Last, participants rate the ease of imaging the movements on a 7-point Likerttype scale from 1 being “very easy to see/feel” to 7 “very hard to see/feel.” The MIQ-R is
a revised version of the Movement Imagery Questionnaire (MIQ) which tests both visual
and kinesthetic imagery ability using nine items for each imagery modality. The MIQ-R
has demonstrated acceptable “reliability and validity with alpha coefficients of .79 for
both subscales” (Abma, Fry, Li, & Relyea, 2002, p. 70).
Short Flow States Scale-2 (FSS-2)
The Short Flow States Scale-2 (FSS-2 short form; see Appendix E) is a 9-item
questionnaire assessing the state component of flow (Jackson, 2009) on a five-point
Likert scale with response items from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree.” The
FSS-2 short form assesses the extent to which situational factors influence individual
flow achievement during activity, with each question measuring a component of flow
(i.e., challenge-skill balance, action-awareness, clear goals, unambiguous feedback, sense
of control, loss of self-consciousness, concentration on the task at hand, transformation of
time, and autotelic experience). The Short Flow States Scale (Short FSS-2) was
constructed from the Long Flow States Scale (FSS-2; Jackson & Marsh, 1996), a 36-item
assessment with nine subscales for each of the nine components of flow developed by
Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi (1990); the Cronbach alpha internal consistency estimates of
all subscales range from 0.79 to 0.86 (Jackson & Marsh, 1996).
Sport Imagery Questionnaire (SIQ)
The Sport Imagery Questionnaire (SIQ) is a 30-item questionnaire on a 7-point
Likert-type scale from 1 being “rarely” to 7 being “often,” (see Appendix F) used to
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assess the frequency with which athletes use imagery, as well as the function of their
imagery use both before and during an event (Hall et al., 1998, 2005). The SIQ is
comprised of 5 subscales based on Paivio’s (1985) development of cognitive and
motivational functions of imagery, with 7 items for the cognitive-specific (CS) subscale,
6 items assessing cognitive-general (CG), 5 items for motivational-specific (MS), 6 items
for motivational-general arousal (MG-A), and 6 items for the motivational-general
mastery (MG-M) subscale (Hall et al., 2005; Monsma, Mensch, & Farroll, 2009).
Reliability for each of the subscales is: CG = .81, CS = .83, MG-M = .85, MG-A = .81,
and MS = .90 (Hall et al., 2005). Research concerning the validity of the SIQ with 245
NCAA Division II athletes measuring their perceptions of the functions of imagery
(Short, Monsma, & Short, 2004) found the SIQ to have acceptable content validity with
“all items designed to assess CS items and five of the six items designed to assess CG,
MS, and MG-M demonstrated concordance between use and function… four of the six
MG-A items demonstrated concordance… 25 of the 30 generated items considered
concordant” (Short et al., 2004, p. 23).
Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ)
The Sports Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ; Sheard et al., 2009) is a 14item questionnaire with three subscales for confidence, constancy, and control, with
responses rated on a four-point Likert scale from 1 being "not at all true" to 4 being "very
true" (see Appendix G).Cronbach alpha internal consistency results for each of the three
factors provide acceptable results at: Confidence = .80, Constancy = .74, and Control =
.71 (Sheard et al., 2009).
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Imagery Training Protocol
The imagery training protocol was a four week imagery training intervention that
begun on Monday September 3rd, 2012 and ended Monday October, 1st, 2012 that led the
participant through imaging self-identified race challenges and confronting those
challenges physically and psychologically by imaging a sequence of movements and
thoughts from internal, external, and future perspectives. The number of weeks needed
for a potentially successful imagery intervention was decided by reviewing previous
research involving imagery training protocols. Based on reviewing current research by
McAvinue and Robertson (2009), who used a four-week imagery movement training
program with college students; Olsson, Jonsson, and Nyberg (2008), who used a sixweek, 12 session imagery training period (two practice sessions a week) with elite high
jumpers; and Lebon, Collet, and Guillot (2010),who used a four-week, 12 session (three
imagery practice session a week) imagery training period with sports students, the
researcher concluded that using an imagery training period of four weeks would suit the
goals of the current research study.
Semi-Structured Imagery Script (see Appendix H)
The imagery script is a 10 minute, semi-structured script with portions of the
imagery script preset with other areas made in collaboration with the participant (e.g.,
areas concerning the runners’ identified race challenges and their suggested method of
confronting and coping with these challenges). MG-A and MG-M imagery were created
in line with Paivio’s (1985; Pain, Harwood, & Anderson, 2011) model and concern the
nature in which marathon runners confront and overcome their perceived race challenges.
These areas of the imagery encompassed salient images (i.e., “pushing through the wall”)
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to assist the participant in imaging skills to effectively cope, control levels of arousal, as
well as assist in mastery throughout the race.
In addition, the imagery encompassed internal, external, future, and flow-oriented
perspectives (McAvinue & Robertson, 2009; Pain et al., 2011). Imagery consisting of an
internal perspective involved participants being asked to imagine themselves performing
behaviors or experiencing thoughts (in select scenes) from a first person perspective
(McAvinue & Roberstson, 2009). This form of imagery was satisfied through kinesthetic
images where the participants were asked to feel themselves perform the action during
the imagery.
The external perspective involved the participant imaging the scene from the third
person perspective whereby they see themselves performing or participating in the
activity. This imagery perspective was primarily achieved through visual imagery
although kinesthetic imaging could be used for this perspective as well.
The future perspective increased participants’ MG-M, MG-A, and general race
awareness by having the participants see past their scheduled marathon in a preset scene a
week after the marathon race between the participants and a friend. Through offering an
imaginative scene that occurs after the race, the marathon runners image themselves
experiencing a positive event and mood post marathon.
Lastly, in order to assist the participants in achieving flow through imagery
training, elements of the imagery script focused on producing flow through
“strengthening confidence in the challenge-skills balance, and focusing full attention on
the task at hand” (Pain et al., 2011, p. 219). In addition, the researcher focused on
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participants’ mastery of select coping strategies as well as building confidence in
confronting the identified challenge(s).
Pre-Imagery Training Interview
A semi-structured, face to face interview was given before the imagery training
intervention and Chicago Marathon, encompassing first time runners’ perceived race
challenges (i.e., potential barriers, weather, injury, etc. they expect to face in the Chicago
Marathon), why they believed this event/situation was a challenge, and any
psychological, physical, or emotional skills the participants used to cope (i.e.,
psychological skills techniques, coping strategies, etc.) with the thoughts surrounding this
potential marathon challenge or confronting this challenge during their training (see
Appendix I).
Post-Imagery Training and Marathon Race Interview (see Appendix J)
A semi-structured, face to face interview was given after the imagery training
intervention and Chicago Marathon, assessing participants’ reactions to treatment, the
effectiveness of treatment, participants’ perception of their imagery training, their use of
imagery during the Chicago Marathon, during which points in the race they used the
imagery, if the imagery was useful, and the likelihood the runner will use imagery during
future marathon races. In addition, runners were asked how the imagery training assisted
them in coping with their identified race challenges as well as any thoughts surrounding
that potential marathon challenge (see Appendix J).
LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon with Virtual™ Chicago
The LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon with Virtual™ Chicago, is a marathon
training video narrated by former United States Olympic marathon runner Don Kardong
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created by Virtual Brands to assist runners training for the Chicago Marathon. The video
tours sections of the marathon course from a runner’s eye view covering notable Chicago
landmarks, tips, and course characteristics (e.g., bridges, neighborhoods, etc.) along the
course to assist the runner (Kardong, 2012; see Appendix L). For the purposes of this
study, the video was modified and condensed into a 15 minute video and served as a
visual aid to assist participants in imaging the current Bank of America Chicago
Marathon course prior to receiving their semi-structured imagery training.
Study Incentive
For their participation, each participant received a $50 VISA gift card at the
completion of the study.
Procedures
Upon approval from the Temple University Institutional Review Board (IRB),
first-time marathon runners registered to run in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon
on October 7th, 2012, were recruited via announcements posted on various Chicago area
running club websites obtained from the Chicago Area Runners Association (CARA)
running club’s website. The researcher contacted the running club directors of each
running club and provided a general description of the study (see Appendix K) including
criteria for participation and asked that the study’s information be distributed to their club
members. After emailing running club coordinators, the researcher was contacted by
several club directors to meet their runners as well as make an in person announcement of
the study before or after practice. Upon receiving such an invitation, the researcher
visited several Chicago area running club practices and made an in person announcement
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of the study as well as fielded any questions from interested runners concerning the
study.
Next, participants meeting the study criteria were asked to contact the researcher
to schedule a convenient time to meet at either her office in the Department of Sport and
Heath Psychology at the Adler School of Professional Psychology or at a convenient
location for the participant. Prior to meeting, participants were placed into the
experimental group or the control group via computerized randomization.
Upon meeting, the participant completed a consent form which informed
prospective participants about the general purpose of the study, the length of time it
would take to complete the interviews, questionnaires, intervention, and posttest, as well
as both the risks and benefits of the research, the age requirement (18 years) to
participate, that all participation was voluntary, and whom to contact if they had
questions regarding the research. Participants were asked to consent by signing their full
name on the consent form prior to participating in the study (see Appendix B).
Upon consent and meeting the study’s requirements, participants completed a
demographics survey detailing participants’ gender, age, ethnicity, education level, and
general characteristics of marathon training (how often a week the runner trains; see
Appendix D), the Movement Imagery Questionnaire (MIQ), the Sport Imagery
Questionnaire (SIQ), Short Flow States Scale-2 (Short FSS-2), and Sport Mental
Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ). Then, participants completed the Pre-Imagery
Training Interview (see Appendix I) encompassing first time marathon runners’
perceived race challenges and skills used to cope with these challenges. Participants in
the experimental group received, immediately following the completion of their surveys
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and interview in the researcher’s office, a modified copy of Virtual Chicago (by Virtual
Brands Chicago; see Appendix L); a Chicago marathon training video designed to assist
runners training for the Chicago Marathon in their training. Due to the video covering an
older version of the Chicago Marathon course, the researcher modified the video into a
15-minute video to suit areas of the current Chicago Marathon course. Participants were
encouraged to watch this video as a complement to their marathon training.
Then participants in the experimental group were individually sent a tailored 1015 minute imagery training session within three to five days of meeting with the
researcher to begin the four-week imagery training intervention based on participants’
identified race ‘challenges’ in a marathon (provided during their pre-imagery interview;
see Appendix I). Participants were instructed to listen to their imagery sessions in their
entirety three times a week prior to the marathon as well as provided strategies to
performing imagery (see Appendix M). Participants were encouraged to watch the race
video (see Appendix Q) and received an Imagery Use Log (see Appendix N) and
Marathon Video Log (see Appendix R) to record the day and time they engaged in the
imagery sessions as well as watched the marathon training video.
Control group participants received a copy of the race video and were encouraged
to watch the race video a minimum of 3 times a week (see Appendix Q) as well as to
record the day and time they watched the race video using the Marathon Video Log (see
Appendix R). Participants in the control group were instructed to continue engaging their
regular marathon training routine and that they would be contacted three to five days after
the Chicago Marathon for follow-up testing and an interview. Then, the researcher
scheduled weekly follow-up appointments with the participants (both in the experimental
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and control groups) via phone or through email to address any concerns the participants
may have had regarding the imagery training or race video (see Appendix O and
Appendix P).
Next, participants ran the Bank of America Chicago Marathon with all
participants in the study finishing the marathon; and after the race scheduled a convenient
day and time to complete the SIQ, Short FSS-2, SMTQ, and a post-imagery interview.
Upon completion, participants were debriefed and received compensation.
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Imagery + Video Group (N=11)
4 week imagery intervention w/ Chicago
course video and weekly follow-ups.

"Newbie" Marathoners (n = 20)

No Imagery (N=9)
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Figure 6: Experimental Design
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Trustworthiness
To confirm the validity of the imagery script as well as pretest and posttest
interview questions, the imagery template and interview questions were reviewed by a
tenured professor with a Ph.D. in Exercise and Sport Psychology, a tenured professor
with a Ph.D. in Educational Leadership, and an Assistant Professor with a Ph.D. in
Exercise and Sport Psychology. Upon approval, the imagery script and questions were
included in the study.
Data Analysis
Using a convergent mixed methods design as noted by Creswell (2014), both
quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed to obtain a more complete view of the
first time marathon runner’s experience. Quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS
20.0 to calculate descriptive statistics (i.e., means, standard deviations, bivariate
correlations) and to provide a description of the sample and compare pre and post means
on the SIQ, SMTQ, and Short FSS-2.
Using Atlas T.I qualitative data analysis software, qualitative data were obtained
through pre and post intervention interviews and transcribed verbatim; following
transcription, participant’s responses were categorized into themes of: physical, mental,
emotional, and personal.
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CHAPTER 4
Results
This chapter provides a statistical and qualitative analysis of the data collected
and an evaluation of the validity of the hypotheses and aims of the study. Participants’
responses to the SIQ, SMTQ, and Short FSS-2 at pretest were compared to the
participants’ responses on the SIQ, SMTQ, and Short FSS-2 at posttest. Moreover,
participants’ perceptions of the marathon, race challenges, and effectiveness of the
intervention were obtained qualitatively.
Data Analysis
At posttest, 14 participants completed the post marathon surveys (control group, n
= 6; experimental group, n = 8). Effects of imagery on mental toughness (MT) and flow
were calculated via correlating SIQ subscale scores (e.g., CS, CG, MS, MG-M, MG-A) to
overall flow and mental toughness scores.
RQ #1: What are first-time marathoners’ experiences of flow during the marathon?
First-time marathon runners defined flow in line with the nine components set
forth by Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi (1990) and the qualitative themes of mental and
physical (there will be four qualitative themes discussed later: mental, physical, personal,
and emotional). Flow was primarily described as “having a rhythm” and found in relation
to runners’ descriptions of feeling connected to their self and body when running (see
Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Marathon Runners’ Definitions of Flow
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Participant 13 described flow as a point during the run where one’s thoughts and
breaths are perfect: “[I would describe it as] the sweet spot of running when everything
feels good… I call it my "miracle runs" when everything feels right and a go.” Participant
8 added that flow was “the sweet spot of running when everything feels good, [and you
are] running your pace.”
RQ #2: What are the quantitative differences in flow states post imagery
intervention in comparison to baseline flow scores?
Moderate positive relationships were found between CG, MS, and MG-A and
flow (r(4) = .662, r(4) = .710, and r(4) = .552, p < .05 respectively) within control
participants. These results suggest that the course video was moderately successful in
increasing flow in runners through goal setting, focusing on the general completion of the
marathon, and arousal control strategies in comparison to CS and MG-M functions (r(4)
= -.436 and r(4) = .122, p < .05). For the control participants, flow and MT were not
found to have a significant relationship (r(4) = .310, p < .05); these results are consistent
with the control participants imagery, flow, and MT scores, suggesting that flow did not
have any effect on MT.
There was a moderate positive correlation between the imagery subscales of CG
and MG-M and flow (r(6) = .719 and r(6) = .783, p < .05 respectively). This would
indicate that individuals high in using imagery as a means to goal set as well as master
the course tended to have high flow scores. A high positive relationship between flow
and MT (r(6) = .906, p < .05) indicating that individuals who experienced high levels of
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flow also experienced high levels of MT. This finding suggests that runners’ ability to be
resilient is connected to their experience of engagement.
RQ #3: What are the quantitative differences in marathon runners’ levels of mental
toughness post imagery intervention in comparison to baseline mental toughness
scores?
Control group participants had a moderate inverse relationship between CG and
MT (r(4) = -.659, p < .05), indicating that individuals who used imagery as a means to
goal set, tended to be less mentally tough. This suggests that the course video was not
successful in increasing mental toughness within this specific domain. Consistent with
these findings, the imagery functions of CS, MS, MG-A, and MG-M had either inverse or
non-significant positive relationships with MT (r(4) = -.472, r(4) = -.472, r(4) = -.495,
and r(4) = .310, p < .05 respectively).
The experimental group had a moderate positive correlation between the imagery
subscales of cognitive general (CG) and motivational-general mastery (MG-M) and MT
(r(6) = .761 and r(6)= .685, p < .05 respectively). This would indicate that individuals
high in using imagery as a means to goal set and master the course through a motivational
approach tended to have high MT scores.
Cognitive specific (CS), motivational specific (MS), and motivational-general
arousal (MG-A) had a small non-significant correlation with MT (r(6) = .492, r(6) = .321,
r(6) = .341, p < .05) and a moderate relationship with flow (r(6) = .522, r(6) = .593, r(6) =
.529, p < .05). This suggests that while the imagery training successfully trained
participants in setting goals and using certain tools to master their race through a
motivational approach, it was least effective in assisting the runners in using arousal
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control and referring to specific running skills during their race; and only moderately so
with regards to flow experiences.
RQ #4: What are the quantitative and qualitative differences in marathon runners’
imagery ability post imagery intervention in comparison to baseline imagery ability
scores?
Participants’ imagery ability was measured using the Movement in Imagery
Questionnaire Revised (MIQ-R). Participants’ mean baseline scores from the control and
experimental groups were compared to assess participants’ baseline imagery ability
levels. Participants in the control group had relatively high visual and kinesthetic imagery
ability, with the mean score on the visual subscale being 6.50 and kinesthetic being 6.53.
In comparison, participants in the experimental group scored slightly lower on both
visual and kinesthetic imagery ability, with the mean score on the visual subscale being
6.27 and the mean score on the kinesthetic being 6.05. While there was a slight difference
at baseline between control and experimental groups, mean scores across both groups
indicate that participants had high levels of imagery ability.
RQ #5: What are the effects of an imagery intervention on first time marathoners’
perception of race challenges post intervention?
Participants in the experimental group who received an imagery script as well as
training video reported positive experiences with both the script and video. Moreover,
participants reported the imagery script helpful in preparing mentally for the marathon
routes and imaging themselves running through various areas of the course, as stated by
participant 1:
Especially the imagery one because it was tailored to me… it helped me become
prepared for the routes. Where my next mile would be. [The audio] was effective
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because it was tailored to me, it was personable… It allowed me to put the pain
aside.
Participants in the control group reported positive experiences with the training video for
reasons such as: 1) it provided a visual reference of the course, 2) provided areas for
runners to focus on during the marathon, as well as 3) situations to expect at given mile
markers in the marathon. Participant 17 said:
Now that I saw that video, and I never thought about seeing the course before the
race... A long time ago my boss drove the whole course, when I was running and
doing my trainings… I know it helps because you are thinking, "I am going to get
here, I am going to get to this point" it gives you a better feeling of where.
RQ #6: What are the effects of an imagery intervention on first time marathon
runner’s ability to effectively confront and cope with their identified race
challenges?
Overall, participants’ impressions (in both the control and experimental groups)
of the imagery training intervention were good, with runners reporting that they will use
some form of imagery in the future to assist with mentally preparing for their races. For
example, Participant 9 stated the benefits of the audio portion of the imagery training in
comparison to the video: “I think that the audio portion was most helpful in helping me
keep that mental checklist… I thought it was good.”
According to participant 17 (control group participant), viewing the video assisted
him in breaking up the marathon in short term goals:
Mainly focusing on the points I wanted to make my strong points or divided
points to mini goal points. When I saw the video, I could make these my goal
points. I printed the course map and I was telling people at work that these areas
are going to be my mini goal points based on the video and I had in my mind a
picture of that place and told people from work that came to cheer for me this is
what it is going to look like. It helped me to make small steps.
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The primary criticism from both groups was that the video was outdated and did not
cover all areas of the marathon course. Runners stated that they would have liked viewing
a slightly longer video that was more current and covered all areas of the marathon
course as well as the full marathon experience (i.e., physical, emotional, and
psychological). Participant 3 indicated:
Because the video was outdated some things didn’t necessarily pertain. Although
it helped with neighborhoods I went through, it didn't help with how I would
feel… It showed all the positive sides of the marathon. It would have been nice to
show the negative sides; show an aid station, show that it is okay to go in there
some folks are just going in there to get Vaseline.
Participants’ opinions about the length of the study varied; however, on average,
participants recommended extending the imagery program from four weeks to six weeks
as discussed by participant six:
The length of the entire study was a good amount of time. It’s good to start
thinking about the race at that time... It was right when I got into the peak of my
training when I got it. I don't think you should give it when someone hasn't run
23 miles yet… 6 weeks would be good too. I think the most important part is that
you are at the heart of your training. I would think it would be overwhelming to
think about this point in the race if you haven't run that distance yet.
Qualitative Data
In addition to the quantitative results, there was an extensive set of qualitative
data obtained. The qualitative data fell into four major themes: mental, physical,
emotional, and personal. The first theme, mental, had two primary subthemes: flow and
mental toughness. The theme of mental was defined as any aspect of marathoners’
experiences, whether before, during, and/or after the marathon, that were psychological
in nature. Comments about flow were addressed within research question number one
with comments about mental toughness addressed below.
Mental
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Mental Toughness. Runners described mental toughness in relation to behaviors,
thoughts, and emotions that separate an elite runner or seasoned marathoner from an
amateur runner or first timer marathoner. More often, mental toughness was defined by
overcoming obstacles and running without fear, as stated by participant 11:
They can push through anything even if they injure themselves they will still push
through it, even if it is good for them or not. A mentally tough runner can break
down the challenge and see it in individual hurdles. And setting those little
milestones...also, I don't like when people pass me, get to me. I think mentally
tough people can block out distractions (people, dogs, a person that dropped out
on the side)…

Physical
The second theme, physical, had three primary subthemes: my body rejecting the
event, trying to practice some of the nutrition stuff, and finish on 2 legs instead of the
floor. The theme of physical was defined as any aspect of marathoners’ experiences,
whether before, during, and/or after the marathon, that were physical or physiological in
nature (i.e., injury. nutrition, energy or fatigue).
My body rejecting the event. Marathoners reported several concerns
surrounding their performance in the upcoming marathon (see Figure 8). Such concerns
ranged from being physically prepared to run the 26.2 mile distance, nutrition, pacing,
and just generally finishing the marathon. For participant 4, the distance was a
considerable concern, “I've been doing all my training but I'm just worried about the
distance.”
In addition, runners stated that being physically prepared was a major concern.
Physical preparation involved avoiding injuring, hitting the wall, staying hydrated, and
feeling strong throughout the race. As described by participant 13, there were several
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concerns prior to the marathon, “worried about injuries… hitting the wall… and having
enough energy physically and mentally to finish, and not drop out.”
Participant 14 added:
Just completing it… umm and that l am able to do it without leg pains or physical
pains... I mean I am confident up to 15 to 18 miles, it’s just after that point…
whether my body can be pushed that far... it’s the unknown that's what worries
me.
A third concern was physical pain and possible injury. As participant 17 put it,
feeling the pain would negatively affect his race and run, “I ask myself what if I can't
make it, what if something happens, [or] something starts hurting? I think I am mentally
ready to run it but physically what if my leg, knee or something…”
Participant 1 added:
To be completely healthy; I am so alert right now when I run because I am just so
afraid about reinjuring myself… as long as I'm healthy, I should be able to finish.
[…] On Tuesday we did a track workout… I was so afraid to go to sleep and
wake up and see how I would feel the next day.
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Figure 8: First Time Marathon Runners’ Race Day Concerns
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Trying to Practice Some of the Nutrition Stuff. First time marathon runners
reported coping with their race concerns through use of some form of race planning (see
Figure 9). There was considerable variance between the types of race planning practiced
among the marathoners, with the most practiced type of race planning being nutrition (n
= 7), practicing race day stops and breaks during their training runs (n = 5), as well as
using music to assist in arousal control, pacing, and warding off boredom during the
marathon race (n = 3). Participant 2 noted, “trying to practice some of the nutrition stuff
now on the long runs… do organized runs… run for a period or two, walk for a period of
two.” Participant 11 added, “hydrate frequently also focus on breathing to lose myself
and listen to music… Have energizing music to push me through.” And participant 14
said, “a lot of stretching, watching my diet… Trying not to eat a lot of fatty or greasy
foods… I have learned how to step better and lean in to run faster… my form, I guess
you can say my form.”
In addition, participant 15 discussed her beginning understanding of nutrition as
being influenced by hydration (i.e., water) in order to prevent physical injury and
focusing on hydrating as her race plan.
I know that the day before you drink a lot of water and hydrate, and using special
types of ointments and stuff, so I know that I hope I don't get any cramps during
the run. And for cramping just drinking a lot of water.
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Figure 9: Reported Strategies for Coping with Race Day Concerns
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Finish on 2 Legs Instead of the Floor. The overall goal for the runners was to
simply finish the Chicago marathon (see Figure 10) because it was their first marathon.
However, finishing was comprised of various themes that ranged from finishing the
marathon in a certain time, to finishing healthy, having a positive race experience, as well
as qualifying for the Boston Marathon. Participant 4 described her goal of finishing
healthy below:
Yes… to finish and to live. I have no set time for this first [marathon] I just want
to finish and to live… I know that there are some more hardcore runners out there
that want to qualify for Boston, no, I just want to live!
Participant 14 added, “just getting from point A to point B without getting greatly
hurt. “Concerning their time, runners described their ideal overall race time that they
would have liked to finish the marathon in as well as goals for pacing during the
marathon as described by participant 16, “yes the time. I want to do it in maybe 4 hours.
Or maybe 10:30 [pace] per mile.”
Participants interested in qualifying for the Boston marathon provided pace and
overall race time goals (for the Chicago marathon), as well as their strategies for
achieving those times.
I plugged my half marathon time into a calculator and it told me what I should get
for the full so I want to qualify for Boston through this race time; 3 hours 35
minutes with an 8.12 per mile pace. My current pace is 8.22 so I am ahead. I will
use the pace group for 3.35 so I will try to stay ahead of them for at least the first
half then later in the race I will decide from there depending on how I feel, if it is
easy or too fast for me. (Participant 6)
I definitely want to finish under 4 hours. I want to qualify for Boston which is
3:30. I will push for that. Before I was like, “I am just going to do it”, but now I
am like, “go for under 4 hours” and my ultimate goal is to qualify for Boston.
(Participant 17)

Figure 10: Reported Marathon Race Goals
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Emotional
The third theme, emotional, had one primary subtheme: I was so thick in it,
rational thought was gone. So emotional. The theme of emotional was defined as any
aspect of marathoners’ experiences, whether before, during, and/or after the marathon,
where participants reported experiencing some form of emotional reaction or mood state
(e.g., frustration, happiness, etc.).
I Was So Thick In It… Rational Thought Was Gone. So Emotional. When
asked if any outside thoughts distracted them during the marathon, participants reported a
range of distractions that included thoughts about their injury, location of family, worry
about finishing, time, as well as the actions of other runners and spectators being thoughts
occurring during their race. As participant 13 described, her injury was a considerable
mental and physical challenge, and noticeable distraction.
A lot more difficult than I thought it would be. I thought I was prepared in one
sense and not another. Started [sensing the] problems [and] it took a lot of support
from others for me to agree to finish [the marathon]. [At mile 5] my feet and
ankles started hurting [and I thought], "We have a long way to go for this [to have
started] hurting." I had to start fighting at mile 10. Kept it internal until 18 [then]
started crying. [My run partner] was very supportive and said we/I can stop – but I
said don't stop; once we started walking I was mostly pissed off things didn't go
how I wanted them…. Felt like I didn't let myself enjoy it. As runners we forget
to enjoy it… Fighting through it with [my run partner] was easier then running
solo.
As stated by participant 11, she experienced many negative emotions due to feeling
disappointed that her family was not at certain cheer areas previously agreed upon.
Yes, anger and disappointment not at myself… I spent miles just scanning the
crowds thinking maybe they [her family] would be somewhere else. I couldn't just
live in all the hoopla and excitement because I was so busy looking for them.
However, participant 9 stated that she was distracted but found herself more entertained
with the marathon experience:
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No they were more entertaining.. It more like I was observing how others were
doing. I felt sorry for others who were really laboring or throwing up and I was
distracted by the festivities in Boystown. Around noon when the food start
permeating the air and I could smell the fresh baked bread on Taylor Street I
started getting distracted.
To add, several runners reported not feeling distracted and very focused. Participant 14
noted:
No! It was all [focus], I visualized it… I was like, “we are going to approach this
there and this there”… I would use people as markers, like “stick behind him”. I
used my iPod for a bit but then I turned it off after a while because it was just
white noise after a while.
Participant 8 added:
Not really. I felt like I was dressed perfectly. Perhaps the tiny bit of worry on my
knee… perhaps the bathroom, but then I saw the line and I said, "nope you can
wait." I was really running in happy glee.
Personal
The fourth theme, personal, had three primary subthemes: not the whole thing, a
challenge… a commitment, just living here, and it was my own history and it changed
something in me. The theme of personal was defined as any aspect of marathoners’
experiences, whether before, during, and/or after the marathon, that related to their
motivations for running and general sense of self before, during, or after the marathon.
Not the Whole Thing. Overall, runners reported having some previous contact
with the marathon course. As illustrated in the following quote, participant 7 loosely
described her experience with the course and not being overly concerned with having
seen the course beforehand, “seen parts of it from [the] 1/2. Doesn't matter, just follow
others.”
Although minor, the majority of exposure was with the online course map to
become familiar with the direction of the marathon course. Other previous contact with
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the course ranged from walking or running portions of the current course, either from
participating in a half marathon that used parts of the Chicago marathon course, or
volunteering for the marathon the year prior as stated by participant 11,"[I] volunteered
last year [and] know where the finish line is because [it is the same]finish as other
races…[I]know it’s on a hill."
Four participants reported watching a sped up video of the course made available
on the race's website as well as a YouTube video mapping the course. Participant 14
stated that watching the video and viewing the course map provided him a personal sense
of navigation to refer to during training, “I have seen the map... I saw the video of last
year. I guess I want to know where I am going… Even during practice I want to know
where I am going. I saw the speed cam of it.”
Three runners also expressed that they did not want to view any portion of the
course prior to running the race for various reasons as stated by participant 15, "no and I
don't want to look at it… The last time I did that for the 1/2 marathon I was freaking out."
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Figure 11: Runners’ Exposure to the Marathon Course
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A Challenge… a Commitment. Marathoners provided several reasons for their
interest in running the marathon (see Figure 12). Most frequently discussed was the
theme of “for the challenge.” As explained by participant 4, running the marathon was a
new chapter and challenge in her life that would motivate her to adhere to a healthier
lifestyle, “I wanted a challenge that would keep me committed [to running this year] and
I wanted something that I hadn't done before. It was always that something was out of my
reach”.
To add, there were various reasons why this was perceived a challenge, but most
often it was discussed as a challenge relative to one's age or physical ability, as suggested
by participant 10, “a physical challenge... To see if I can do it… do it before I turn 40…”
Moreover, runners stated their reasons for running were to honor a loved one, their
bucket list, as well as reinforcing health.
My dog died in February and I was in a car accident last year. I felt like I needed
something life changing… I have always been amazed by the marathon combined
with the feeling I have been feeling and I decided I wanted to do something big.
(Participant 2)
To do it for myself... cross it off my bucket list. Second, for my children; being
active has been a major component in my life and my children's lives. Third new
friendships I have encountered through running the marathon… One friend gave
me a marathon medal to inspire me to do it. (Participant 1)
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Just Living Here. First time marathon runners stated that their primary reason for
running the Chicago Marathon was its close proximity to their primary residence (i.e.,
residing within the Greater Chicago area; see Figure 13). As participant 11 explained, she
chose the Chicago Marathon because she is a native Chicagoan and currently lives in
Chicago, thus she could better prepare physically and mentally as well as running the
marathon allowed her to recruit race day support from her family and friends:
Because I can actually train in Chicago and adapt to the weather… I want people
to come out and cheer me on so I can have that extra encouragement… I thrive on
that-It makes it more personal when you can see that person on the sidelines.
As stated by participant 13, additional reasons for running the Chicago marathon
were that running and the marathon were major components of the Chicago running
culture, as well as the marathon being a traditionally flat course, “… so many people
living here do it at least once in their lives.”

Figure 13: Reasons for Selecting the Chicago Marathon
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It Was My Own History and It Changed Something in Me. When asked about
how they felt while running their marathon (at post intervention) as well as to describe
their marathon experience, runners described several emotional, psychological, and
behavioral reactions. Overall, runners reported a rollercoaster of emotions that ranged
from excitement, disappointment, happiness, pain, and complete exhilaration. As
participant 7 noted, there were very excited at the start of the race, focused on calmness
throughout the run, and felt empowered at the finish.
I felt strong, I remember being excited and I am really excitable person and… I
said to myself you need to be calm because all that energy was bouncing around
in me... And the minute I start feeling excited I was like no, calm. I felt like I was
almost making history... no really, like my own history... and my son posted on
Facebook and said my mom is 58 years old and just ran the marathon and he got
61 likes.... so yeah, it was my own history and it changed something in me. (I
have a black belt at 40) and this surpassed getting that.
Participant 12 added:
Interesting, exciting, and a little disappointing. I was excited because it was my
first and everyone was saying it was going to change my life. I really tried to push
myself and I did really well. Disappointing, because when I crossed the finish line
I don't know what I was thinking but I thought, “This was just another race”... I
guess I was expecting a parade… I expected to see banners, balloons, like
entering a surprise party. What I saw were people handing out medals, blankets...

Discussion
Marathoners’ Experiences of Flow
Marathoners’ experience of flow was reported as a peaceful, rhythmic experience
similar to that postulated by Jackson and Csikzentmihalyi (1999) as an autotelic
experience. This suggests that flow is a construct experienced as euphoric and engaging
within first time marathon runners. In addition, marathoners reported flow being a
positive mental state related to their performance. Such experiences with flow are in line
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with previous research that suggested flow being a positive cognitive state linked to
performance (Pates, Karageorghis, Fryer, & Maynard, 2003). Moreover, participants’
characterization of flow supports previous research that flow is more likely to occur
during leisure and recreational, non-work related tasks. Such flow achievement may
potentially be due to the relationship between positive emotions and engagement
(Csikzentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989; Sanchez et al., 2011) inherent in participating in an
activity without feeling a sense of obligation but being challenged and engaged, which is
a primary comparison between flow in work versus recreational settings (Sanchez et al.,
2011).
Participants in the experimental group reported higher levels of flow post
intervention assessed using the Short Flow States Scales-2 in comparison to the control
group, who reported decreases in flow scores. Considering the intense challenge of the
marathon, the need to be focused and confident prior to running was essential to
performance. The flow model is operationalized as involving deep absorption and
enjoyment within the given task (Sanchez et al., 2011); and while both conditions
experienced flow to some degree, participants who received the imagery script had higher
levels of flow, which can be attributed to the imagery training increasing runners levels
of confidence, understanding of their perceived race challenges, and providing skills to
cope with the said challenges. This finding supports the hypothesis that the imagery
training would increase marathoners’ flow states during the marathon.
Imagery
Participants in both the experimental and control conditions scored moderate to
high on the MIQ inventory at baseline, suggesting that all participants possessed the
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ability to engage in imagery. Other assessments such as the Vividness of Visual Imagery
Questionnaire (VVIQ; Marks, 1973) have been used to assess baseline imagery ability
levels in participants at pre and post intervention, indicating a possible area for future
research. Based on qualitative responses, all participants reported engaging in some form
of imagery more due to the race video or imagery script. Both the experimental and
control group reported noticeable increases in their imagery scores as measured by the
SIQ, with participants in the control group having higher levels of sport imagery than the
experimental group. Such findings can be attributed to the various pointers that were
provided in the marathon race video, as well as the positive effect that seeing the
marathon course prior to running the marathon had on the runners’ natural tendency to
imagine the course without prompting.
Participants in the experimental and control groups all completed the Chicago
marathon. Participants in the control condition showed a significant difference between
their pretest SIQ, SMTQ, and Short FSS-2 scores and posttest scores, suggesting that
participants in the control condition experienced some benefit from viewing the marathon
training video. Therefore, both conditions provided an effect on MT, Flow, and imagery
ability. Also flow and MT were strongly correlated among experimental group
participants, suggesting that when effectively implemented imagery training occurs, flow
and MT will increase as a result.
There was little interaction between imagery and MT with control participants,
suggesting that participants viewing of the training video did not provide any significant
effect on MT levels. In addition, there was little interaction between imagery and flow,
with the exception of a moderate relationship between MS and flow. Perhaps this is a
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result of viewing the training video; thus, participants felt more comfortable with the
potential challenges of the marathon, allowing for a more engaged experience during the
marathon.
Similarly, imagery training via the script showed a non-significant interaction
with MT and flow, with the exception of moderate to high positive relationships between
CG and MG-M which supports Moritz et al.’s findings concerning the content of the
imagery (1996). In line with Martin et al.’s (1999) suggestion and supported by Abma,
Fry, and Relyea (2002, p. 73), “particular types of imagery may be optimal when the
objective is a specific goal (e.g., enhance confidence)”. This suggests that the imagery
training was successful in increasing runners’ MT and flow via the mechanism of goal
setting and mastery cues themed in the script. Moreover, this allowed for increases in
flow perhaps via runners having goals (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999) feeling more
able to complete their race. Such results are in line with the experience of challenge-skills
balance inherent during a flow experience. These findings support previous research
findings that MG-M is most closely correlated with flow achievement (see Munroe,
Giacobbi, Hall, & Weinberg, 2000).
Such findings suggest that while the experimental condition may have provided
individuals an intervention that was more effective in mediating individual race concerns
and promoting confidence and MT, individuals in the control group received some form
of intervention through the control condition (i.e., marathon training video), perhaps via
the training tips provided in the video, or with the regular physical race preparation. One
explanation for this could be the visual imagery perspective used in each condition.
According to Hall (1997) and further discussed by Cumming and Ste.-Marie (2001), the
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perspective used in imagery can have a considerable effect on imagery use, imagery
ability (Hall, 2001), and performance. Furthermore, visual imagery preference was not
controlled for in the present study; thus, some participants may have been more accepting
of an external perspective utilized more by the video than a combination of both via the
imagery script.
Based on post-intervention responses, overall, participants reported either the
marathon video training and/or the imagery positively affected their performance and
provided a tool in assisting them in understanding the scope of their race challenges.
Based on marathon runners’ responses post intervention, use of either the marathon race
video or the imagery was a valuable resource that assisted the runners in effectively
confronting and coping with their identified race challenges.
One could infer from these findings that an athlete interested in preparing for the
marathon or being a first time marathoner would benefit from watching a pre-race video
that has instructions for running the marathon and challenges to be mindful of throughout
the race itself paired with a tailored imagery script in order to have a more enhanced
mental preparation program.
Reasons for Running the Marathon
Runners provided several reasons for running the Chicago Marathon that are in
line with previous research (see Masters, Ogles, & Jolton, 1993) regarding the goals and
motives for non-competitive participation in marathon running. First, the theme of
location was stated most often, with participants stating that they chose to participate in
the Chicago marathon because they were Chicagoans and this was local. Second was the
course being flat. It is important to note that the Chicago course is desirable to many
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because it is a flat and fast course, ideal for first time runners; a flat course has minimal
physical barriers that a first timer would have to navigate during the race. Lastly,
participants reported their interest in running this particular marathon related to the city
of Chicago, specifically, the supportive and high energy of the marathon as well as the
scenic course. Although all participants were from the greater Chicago area, almost all
reported never seeing all the sections of Chicago and noted their interest in seeing the city
of Chicago. Buman et al. (2008) further suggests that the supportive nature of the nonelite, recreational marathoner culture is a further incentive for many to participate in
marathon running. Finally, participants reported that, as native Chicagoans, the marathon
is rooted in the culture of running in Chicago. Therefore, running the Chicago marathon
was part of being a Chicagoan.
“Hitting the Wall” (HTW) and Mental Toughness (MT)
While not a research question, significant themes emerged from the study
concerning participants’ cognitions during the race which were in line with Morgan and
Pollock’s (1977) seminal research on hitting the wall (HTW) in runners. At pretest,
participants defined HTW similar to that defined by Buman et al. (2008), including a
physical experience involving spontaneous fatigue, physical exhaustion, and physical
injury and pain. Moreover, participants’ physical descriptions were connected to
emotions of worry and fear surrounding HTW and the experience of HTW typically
resulting in one’s inability to finish the race as well as having overwhelming pain. These
thoughts and emotions support Lazarus’ (1999) discussion on the negative effects of
perceived threat, challenge, or harm on endurance sport athletes. Findings from the
present study show participants reporting an awareness of their negative thoughts and
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feelings, and a concern for how to cope with these thoughts in order to complete the
marathon. Most participants stated that the cause of these negative thoughts came from
runners’ conversations with other runners about race preparation, but more so were due to
them witnessing prior marathons where runners needed medical attention as possibly due
to extreme physical exhaustion between the 18 and 20 mile marks in the marathon.
At posttest, however, participants reported profound emotional experiences during
the marathon whereby participants’ perceptions of hitting the wall were attributed to
unpredictable race situations (i.e., a family member not being at a specific mile marker to
cheer, experiencing pain early in the race and feeling unable to finish, etc.) or race plans
not going as previously planned; thus, these unscheduled changes elicited an extreme
emotional response.
Moreover, the participants’ responses to these emotional HTW episodes were
dissociative (see Morgan, 1978), whereby participants would cite crying, stopping, or
blaming others for the failed race plans and emotions connected to HTW. This response
to HTW supports Morgan’s (1987) assertion that dissociative strategies were more
closely linked to HTW, and non-elite athletes being more likely to engage in dissociative
cognitive strategies and experience HTW (Stevinson & Biddle, 1998; Summers, Sargent,
Levey, & Murray, 1982).
Moreover, this study’s findings further support that non-elite runners are more
likely to engage in dissociative strategies, rather than engage in more associative
strategies which would have included focusing on their body, training, or physical
awareness (Buman et al., 2008). Further research involving real time sampling of HTW
responses, coping, and emotional regulation would be useful for this population.
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Mental Toughness
Qualitative results suggest that participants characterized the mentally tough
athlete as one with the ability to overcome obstacles and run without fear. Such
characterizations support Bull et al.’s (2005) discussion that MT involved ‘tough
thinking’ or a tough mindedness during performance. Also, these findings support both
anecdotal evidence and previous research findings of the experience of optimism and
perseverance within MT (Peterson, 2000; Tiger, 1979).
Second, control group participants reported higher post intervention SMTQ scores
with the experimental group’s SMTQ scores showing no significant change between pre
and post-test. Thus, the researcher concluded that the visual element of the video may
have been a useful resource for participants to feel more confident and in control during
the marathon that directly related to their physical performance in comparison to the
imagery script (i.e., experimental group).
Understanding the connection between MT as a result of developing positive
coping strategies to both negative and positive situations during a marathon (Parkes &
Mallet, 2001, p. 270) has greater implications in the sport psychology literature
concerning applied MT interventions based on cognitive appraisal and emotional
regulation. Research linking Morgan’s (1978) conceptualization of HTW with Sheard et
al.’s (2009) conceptualization of MT to include applying the MT model of constancy,
confidence, and control (Sheard et al, 2009) as an intervention to assist runners with
coping with negative appraisals of threat and harm would add to the coping literature
within applied sport psychology.
The Future of Flow
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Research within the area of flow and its applications is still young. Findings from
this study have several implications and directions and, overall, highlight areas within the
flow literature that can be researched further.
Music and Flow. Pates et al. (2003) suggested that music and flow can have a
positive relationship on performance with Karageorghis and Deeth (2002) finding that
asynchronous motivational music correlated to higher flow states within study
participants. As Pates et al. (2003) found, participants suggested that the asynchronous
music assisted in increasing concentration and relaxation as well as participants
experienced more positive emotions.
Flow, Peak Experience, and Peak Performance. Moreover, flow is not
synonymous with peak experience (Privette, 1983) and thus researching the similar,
potentially parallel experiences of flow and peak experiences in athletes would be of
considerable interest. Also, research exploring the intersection of flow, peak
performance, and peak experience or the potential triggering of one experience to another
(Jackson & Roberts, 1992; Privette, 1983; Privette & Bundrick, 1997) is still to be
examined.
Flow and Work. The experience of flow within work, leisure, and interpersonal
settings has vast implications. In essence, flow can be operationalized as being a fluid
intersection of enjoyment (Moneta & Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), absorption (Chen, 2006,
Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Sanchez et al, 2011), and intrinsic experience (Moneta &
Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Researching the relationship between these three constructs
within the domains of physical activity, interpersonal relationships, and work would add
to the current understanding of flow. Sanchez et al. (2011) found that flow was least
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experienced in non-healthy (burnt out) individuals, postulating that the cause of this is
that burnout contradicts the inherent experience of engagement necessary to achieving
flow. Further research exploring the experience of flow in physically and mentally
‘healthy’ versus non-healthy adults (Sanchez et al., 2011) would provide more insight
into: 1) the fluid experience of flow, 2) the intersection of emotions and flow, and 3)
assist in further operationalizing the flow model.
Flow in Combat. Harari (2008) postulated that the experience of flow within
combat situations involves a loss of reflective awareness, necessity to focus on the
present as a means of survival, and such present focus resulting in an increased awareness
of living; Harari suggested that the flight response activated during wartime or combat
situations optimizes all flow components out of necessity. Certainly, elements of danger,
threat, and risk would only increase the likelihood of a flow response due to attention
becoming naturally narrowed, thoughts being limited to survival (e.g., fight or flight)
with little room for outside self-consciousness thinking, and the individual’s response
being automatic, reinforcing the present focus and deep absorption characteristic of a
flow state.
Pleasure. The flow construct is still being researched and expanded. Research
concerning flow and pleasure (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) in order to expand current
knowledge on enjoyment and individual potentiation as partially caused by eudemonic
pleasure would be interesting. Also, research exploring the differences between hedonic
and eudemonic pleasure responses as related to flow would provide additional insight
into the experience of flow within work, activity, and living.
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Flow and Creativity. Pelaprat and Cole (2011) defined creativity as “literally a form
of making, the making of “the whole world of culture” based on the products of
imagination” (p. 399), with Vygotsky characterizing creativity as a process that arises
from imagination (Pelaprat & Cole, 2011); through the process of resolving and
connecting through abstraction, the individual creates a solid image, object, or situation
that reflects their world. Through the process of resolving and connecting within the
imaginations, the experience of creativity as a product of successful, connecting the
abstract to develop a concrete solution, results in feeling of one being more deeply
integrated into the world (Pelaprat & Cole, 2011). Research has only scratched the
surface regarding the experience of flow during an imaginative or creative process. While
flow has been researched within artists (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988), it
has not been explored deeply as a fluid process within creativity and imagination. The
implications of conducting such research would be the applications of flow within the
learning process (see Rieber, 2001), and the elements of flow applicable to facilitate
learning and motivation to learn. According to Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi (1964,
1976), mental imagery and spatial abilities have been positively correlated to creative
behavior; thus, future research examining how science, technology, engineering, and
math (STEM) are taught and developing an educational environment that utilizes the
components of flow with course content has profound implications for learning.
Real-Time Tracking of the Runner, Flow States, and Mood. Recalling the race
experience was a significant limitation within this study as participants’ memories of the
race could have been affected by other emotions or experiences (see Hanin, 2000). Future
research within the area of flow should utilize the Experience-Sampling Method
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(Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1992; Kimiecik & Stein, 1992), which requires individuals
to respond to a short questionnaire (or experience-sampling form) whenever notified via
an electronic beeper or alarm during random times during the day (and typically over the
course of a week). This assessment method allows for the examination of the fluid
experience of flow throughout the day, within multiple settings (Rodriquez-Sanchez et
al., 2011), and if paired with mood or emotion assessments, evaluates the experience of
daily positive and negative emotions on flow.
Sanchez et al. suggested that due to the “affective component (enjoyment)” (2001, p.
78) inherent in flow, fluctuations in flow are likely. Exploring the fluctuation of flow and
mood throughout a day is of considerable interest. Pates et al. (2003) stated one key
limitation to the Flow States Scales was their lack of measuring emotions or mood states.
Assessing the fluctuations of mood on flow is limited.
In summary, imagery training positively affected marathoners’ psychological
performance. Results from this study have educated the researcher on the following
elements of marathon performance and preparation: first, while mental preparation
provided an additional tool for marathon runners, taking a multifaceted approach to
physical preparation was an element of training that many of the participants did not
incorporate into their weekly training regimens.
For example, many of the participants reported not paying much attention to their
diet or nutrition, nor incorporating strength training into their weekly training regimens.
The effects of poor nutrition and core stability were clear, as some participants reported
frequent running related injuries, while others were nervous about their ability to push
through the race after mile 18. Having sound nutrition, strength, and endurance training
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as part of a complete training regimen would have decreased frequent injury, as well as
increased runners’ confidence prior to the race.
Second, all participants were members of a running group. Marathon training is
often dependent on a supportive, social running environment. Thus, to get someone
adhere to a marathon training program a good recommendation would be for them to join
a running group. Third, the importance of emotions on marathon race performance was
clear. Results from the study suggested that runners who experienced more negative
mood disruption (self-reported during posttest interviews) were likely to engage in more
dissociative strategies, thus negatively affecting race performance. Therefore, focusing on
proper in-race coping strategies that are more associative (e.g., kinesthetic awareness,
arousal control, etc.) would benefit the marathoner runner.
Overall, this study informs marathon runners (from amateur to elite) on the
importance of imagery training during race preparation, the effect emotional deregulation
has on performance and in what form, situational factors during a race that may affect
flow, performance, and mental toughness, and the importance of the marathon
experience; the unique experience of training for and completing a marathon to the
individual runner.
Implications for Future Research
The following implications for research emerged from this study:
1. One key methodological challenge within this study concerned retaining
participants at posttest. Six participants’ did not complete the posttest portion of the
study, although they did complete the marathon. The attrition could be attributed to
participant fatigue (both physical regarding participants recovery methods post marathon,
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as well as methodological) and time restrictions after the marathon. This suggests that
developing a more convenient method for testing participants is needed.
2. Having sampled only first time marathon runners within the Chicago area and
running in the Chicago marathon, their motivations for running the marathon may differ
from those who are not native Chicagoans. For example, a native Chicago runner may
report running the marathon due to the history of the marathon and its connection to
Chicago culture. Non-Chicago residents may report running the marathon for other
reasons not related to their love for the city and desire to participate in city events.
3. Verification that participants fully adhered to all the requirements of the study
was an additional methodological challenge as the research only followed-up with
participants via email or phone. Thus, participants’ reports of regularly using the training
video and imagery scripts were not verifiable during the study. It is suggested that a more
concrete form of verification and follow-up be used in future studies.
4. Based on the relationship between flow, MT, and imagery, flow and MT were
most affected by imagery script training paired with the course video. This suggests that
while the course training video provided a visual of the course, it did not assist runners in
feeling capable of mastering their race. There are several reasons for this; first, the
imagery script focused on breaking down the marathon course in miles and landmarks
that would allow the runner to know when to rest, where rest areas were, and the process
involved in finishing mile by mile. This provided runners the ability to strategize through
goal setting via mile markers in the race. In addition, the personalization of the imagery
scripts included a motivational element to the scripts that further assisted the runners in
feeling confident and motivated in running the marathon. This finding suggests that
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imagery that has personal references, breaks down the marathon into achievable goals, as
well as has a focus on how to utilize the resources within the marathon is most beneficial.
5. Post test data provide considerable insight into the effectiveness of the imagery
script intervention in comparison to the video course training. However, having a
mechanism for real time data collection is still needed in order to assess runners’ imagery
use, flow, and MT levels fluidly throughout a marathon.
6. Based on the findings, CG and MG-M were most beneficial to runners’ flow and
MT levels. Research that continues to explore motivational and cognitive strategies
focused on skill development, arousal control, and general mastery is needed.
7. Video of marathon courses can be found online through races webpages and You
Tube. Researchers interested in using marathon course video to assist marathoners in
mentally preparing for the race should check the availability of race videos online.
Implications for Sport Psychology Practitioners
The following implications for practice emerged from this study:
1. Due to the outdated video used, participants may not have received the most
effective video training possible, thus limiting the researcher’s ability to fully assess the
differences between video training and traditional imagery scripting with video training.
While a methodological weakness, participants in the experimental group reported the
imagery script and video as beneficial for mentally preparing for the marathon, which is
consistent with their SMTQ, flow, and SIQ scores. Practice within this area should
continue to explore the mechanisms within a course video and imagery script that will
best assist a runner in performance.
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2. Participants reported the desire to have a 6-8 week imagery training program in
order to allow for better learning and implementation of the imagery during their training
runs and for the marathon. Practitioners should consider the implications of using longterm imagery training to enhancing performance in marathon runners for 6-8 weeks prior
to the major race event.
Recommendations for Sport Psychology Practitioners
The following recommendations for practitioners are derived from this study:
1. In order to develop an effective and well-crafted imagery program, practitioners
should be sure to assess runners’ understanding of their race concerns in order to
adequately tailor the PST program
2. In working to customize the imagery scripts, practitioners should match athletes’
concerns and race goals to themed content within the script.
3. Practitioners should incorporate goal setting into imagery scripts in order to help
the athletes rehearse the achievement of their goals
4. Practitioners should personalize each imagery script to further assist the athletes
in seeing themselves in the imagery and feeling themselves working through their stated
concerns and, when available, use course video to help runners map the race.
5. Practitioners should incorporate a future perspective in the scripting to allow the
athlete to image past the presenting competitive event, and live in a moment of positive
reflection as they imagine themselves having mastered the issue and articulating that
success.
6. Use evidence-based cognitive and motivational arousal control strategies such as
mindfulness along within a tailored imagery script to provide runners with specific
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cognitive skills to cope with dysfunctional arousal levels and moods in order to increase
MT and Flow.
7. Practitioners should encourage runners to know the race course (e.g., course
layout, changes in elevation, aid stations, portable toilets) to maximize their
psychological preparation for a race.
8. Practitioners should work with first time marathoners to focus on finishing the
race rather than obsessing about pace or other elements of their race performance.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations for Future Research
Summary
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of an individualized imagery
intervention on first time marathon runners’ imagery ability, mental toughness, and flow
achievement. Twenty first-time marathon runners who were registered for the Bank of
America Chicago Marathon in Chicago, IL on October 7th, 2012 were recruited for the
purpose of exploring the effects of a 4-week individualized imagery training program on
mental toughness and flow.
For the purposes of this study, imagery was defined as using multiple constructs:
“(a) the sport situation, (b) the function of imagery used, (c) the outcomes associated with
imagery use, and (d) imagery ability” (Hall et al., 2005, p. 13). Flow was defined as
athletes’ full immersion in their present competitive performance moderated by the
optimization of the nine cognitive components (e.g., C-S balance, clear goals,
transformation of time, loss of self-consciousness, feedback, concentration, actionawareness merging, and autotelic experience) of flow, which were tested using the Short
Flow States Scale-2. Lastly, mental toughness was based on Sheard’s model (Sheard et
al., 2009) of mental toughness involving the degree of level of confidence, constancy,
and control an athlete experiences during sport performance.
Participants reported an average age of 36.6 years, average years of running
competitively of 6.23 years, and average months training for the upcoming Chicago
marathon being 4.78 months. The study required participants complete a demographics
survey, the Movement Imagery Questionnaire (MIQ), the Sport Imagery Questionnaire
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(SIQ), Short Flow States Scale-2 (Short FSS-2), Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire
(SMTQ), and a Pre-Imagery Training Interview and then be divided into an experimental
and control group (prior to running the marathon).
Participants in the experimental group received a modified copy of a Chicago
marathon training video and a tailored 10-15 minute imagery training session; runners
were instructed to listen to the imagery and watch the video three times a week for four
weeks prior to running in the Chicago marathon. Participants in the control group
received only the Chicago marathon training video. Next, participants ran in the Bank of
America Chicago Marathon and, after the race, met with the researcher to complete the
SIQ, Short FSS-2, SMTQ, and a post-imagery interview.
Several themes emerged concerning the runners’ understanding of the marathon
course, race concerns, race goals, and race strategies at pretest, as well as both positive
and negative experiences during the marathon and their methods for coping and using the
imagery during the marathon (reported at posttest).
In addition, the control group reported significant correlations between SIQ scores
and Short FSS-2 scores (r = 0.77), suggesting the control group participants overall flow
experiences during the marathon were related to their use of sport-specific imagery. SIQ
and SMTQ correlations for the control group (r = -0.49) suggest that sport-specific
imagery decreased as athletes perceived increases in mental toughness during the
marathon. Thus, while the video provided control group participants with skills and
techniques to navigate the marathon, it did not assist the marathoners with mediating any
negative thoughts or feelings related to their experiences during the marathon.
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In contrast, participants in the experimental group reported positive correlations
between their SIQ scores, SMTQ scores (r = 0.57), and Short FSS-2 scores (r = 0.72),
suggesting that the imagery intervention was successful in not only assisting marathoners
in feeling more confident during the marathon (challenge-skills balance) but also more
resilient.
Qualitatively, participants reported several reasons for running the marathon,
various concerns around running the marathon at pretest, with their primary marathon
goal being to finish healthy, as well as their experiences with hitting the wall related to
extreme emotional responses during the race during the marathon.
Recommendations for future research regard increasing the sample size for
increased validity and integrating a periodization model to imagery training for a more
tailored and structured imagery training program. Recommendations for sport psychology
professionals involve assessing runners’ race concerns and goals pre-race, and
developing a tailored, individualized approach to imagery training for first time marathon
runners.
Conclusions
The following are conclusions derived from this study:
1. Marathoners’ experience of flow was reported as a peaceful, rhythmic experience
similar to that postulated by Jackson and Csikzentmihalyi (1999) as an autotelic
experience. This suggests that flow is a construct experienced as euphoric and engaging
within first time marathon runners.
2. Participants in the experimental group reported higher levels of flow post
intervention on the Short Flow States Scales 2 in comparison to the control group who
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reported decreases in flow scores. This supports the hypothesis that the imagery training
would increase marathoners’ flow states during the marathon.
3. Differences in marathon runners’ levels of mental toughness were the control
group reported higher post intervention SMTQ scores with the experimental group’s
SMTQ scores showing no significant change between pre and post-test. Such results
suggest that the visual element of the video may have provided skills for participants to
feel more confident and in control during the marathon that directly related to their
physical performance in comparison to the imagery (i.e., experimental group).
4. Participants in both the experimental and control conditions scored moderate to
high on the MIQ inventory at baseline, suggesting that all participants possessed the
ability to engage in imagery. Based on participants’ responses pre and post intervention,
all participants reported engaging in some form of imagery more due to the race video or
imagery script.
5. Both the experimental and control group reported noticeable increases in their
imagery functions as measured by the SIQ, with participants in the control group having
higher levels of sport imagery than the experimental group. Such findings can be
attributed to the various pointers that were provided in the marathon race video, as well
as the positive effect that seeing the marathon course prior to running the marathon had
on the runner’s natural tendency to imagine the course without prompting.
6. Based on post-intervention responses, overall, participants reported either the
marathon video training and/or the imagery positively affected their performance and
provided a tool in assisting them in understanding the scope of their race challenges.
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7. Based on marathon runners’ responses post intervention, use of either the
marathon race video or the imagery was a valuable resource that assisted the runners in
effectively confronting and coping with their identified race challenges.
Recommendations for Future Research
The following recommendations for research are derived from this study:
1. Future research should focus on developing a 6-week psychological skills training
program for first time marathon runners.
2. Research that focuses on periodizing the imagery to coincide with runners’
marathon training program is needed. This type of imagery training program would allow
for a psychological skills program that is in line with the runners’ current physical
training program, yet individualized to provide the technical, tactical, physical, and
mental components necessary to assist runners in preparing for the scheduled marathon,
cope with foreseeable race challenges, and mentally recover post-race.
3. Expanding the current study to include a national sample of marathon runners is
highly recommended as a larger, more diverse sample would provide: 1) a more diverse,
representative sample of runners, and 2) PSTs to marathoners with varying levels of
ability and scheduled for different races. Such diversity in ability and race location would
provide an interesting perspective on differing race concerns, challenges, and effective
PST for marathoners.
4. Research could compare first time and seasoned marathon runners use of
psychological skills techniques and motives for running. Such comparisons would
provide a deeper understanding of the challenges that various types of runners face
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throughout their preparation and what elements of periodized imagery training would be
more useful for their mental training.
5. Researchers should consider exploring the usefulness of a web-based PST
delivery system for delivering training programs to a wider population of marathoners.
For general convenience, it would be interesting to see if marathoners prefer the face to
face sport psychology service with a sport psychology consult rather than web delivery.
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Appendix B
Participant Informed Consent Form
Running in the Zone:
Mental Toughness, Imagery, and Flow in First Time Marathon Runners
Researchers: Principal Researcher, Michael Sachs, Ph.D. and Student Researcher, Leeja
Carter, Department of Kinesiology, Temple University
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the effects of psychological skills
techniques (PSTs) on performance in first time marathon runners. PSTs are a set of
mental skills that provide the athlete with psychological tools to assist them before and
during their athletic performance. You will be asked to complete several surveys
regarding factors that influence behaviors and thoughts during a marathon, an interview
concerning you running in the Chicago marathon, then partake in a weekly PST training
program once a week for four weeks prior to running you in the Chicago marathon. After
running in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon, you will complete another interview
and series of surveys. The surveys and interview will take approximately 45 minutes to
complete with the training program taking approximately 10 minutes to complete, once a
week for four weeks. All information you provide will remain anonymous in terms of
personally identifying information.
One benefit of participating in this study is that you will be able to assist in addressing
research issues that are currently lacking in the area of psychological skills training and
marathon runners. A second benefit is learning psychological skills that will assist
runners in enhancing their performance.
There are no foreseeable risks or ill effects from participating in this study.
For participation in this study you need to be 18 years of age or older, the Chicago
marathon must be your first marathon, be registered for the Bank of America Chicago
Marathon occurring on October 7th, 2012, and be in generally good health
After completing the marathon and the study (i.e., have official marathon results and
completed the second series of surveys and interview)we will pay you $50.00 for your
time and effort. This amount will be provided via a $50 VISA gift card.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to withdraw
from the study at any time for any reason without penalty or prejudice from the
researchers. Please feel free to ask any questions of the researchers before agreeing to
participate in the study ('signing' the Consent Form) and beginning the study, and at any
time during the study. You may contact Leeja Carter at (856) 465-3756 or
lmcarter@temple.edu or Dr. Michael Sachs at (215) 204-8718 or msachs@temple.edu
All documents and information pertaining to this research study will be kept confidential,
unless required by applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations to be
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disclosed. I understand that records and data generated by the study may be reviewed by
Temple University and its agents, the study sponsor or the sponsor’s agents (if
applicable), and/or governmental agencies to assure proper conduct of the study and
compliance with regulations. I understand that the results of this study may be published.
If any data are published, I will not be identified by name.
If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject, you may contact the
Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB Coordinator may
also be
reached by email: IRB@temple.edu or regular mail: Institutional Review Board
Coordinator Temple University Research Administration Student Faculty Conference
Center 3340 North Board Street – Suite 304 Philadelphia, PA 19140
Principal Researcher:
Dr. Michael Sachs, Professor
Department of Kinesiology
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122 USA
Telephone: 215.204.8718
Email: msachs@temple.edu
Researcher:
Leeja Carter, Doctoral Student
Department of Kinesiology
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122 USA
Telephone: 856.465.3756
Email: lmcarter@temple.edu
I agree to participate in this research project entitled "Running in the Zone: Mental
Toughness, Imagery, and Flow in First Time Marathon Runners." I understand that I can
print out a copy of this Consent Form to keep for future reference.
1. Yes
2.

No

2. Your name:
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Appendix C
Demographics Form
1. Will you be participating in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon on October
7th, 2012?
a. Yes
b. No
2. What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
3. What is your age?
a. _________
4. What is your ethnicity (please check all that apply)?
a. American Indian/ Alaska Native
b. Asian or Asian American
c. Black or African American
d. Hispanic or Latino
e. White or Caucasian
f. Other (please specify): _____________________
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5. What is your highest education or degree obtained?
a. High School
b. Some College
c. College Degree (e.g., B.A., B.S., etc.)
d. Some Graduate School
e. Graduate Degree (e.g., M.A., M.Ed., M.S., etc.)
f. Doctoral Degree (e.g., Ph.D., Ed.D.,Psy.D., etc.)
g. Other (e.g., J.D., M.D., etc.)
6. How many years (approximate years if needed) have you been running? ______
7. How many of each of the following have you completed to date (please
approximate if needed):


5k: ________



10k: _______



10 miler: _________



Half marathon: ________



Other: ___________

8. What is your career PR (Personal Record/Personal Best) for each of the following
(please leave blank if you haven't run the distance):


5k: _______



10k: ______



10 miler: ________



Half marathon: ________



Other: ____________
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9. How many months have you been training for your marathon?


__________________________

10. Do you have any experience with imagery (i.e., imagining an image, object, or
situation in your mind)?


Yes



No

11. If you answered “Yes” to question 7, please explain your experience(s) with
imagery.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________
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Appendix D
Movement Imagery Questionnaire Revised (MIQ-R)

Instructions
This questionnaire concerns two ways of mentally performing movements, which are
used by some people more than by others, and are more applicable to some types of
movements than others. The first is attempting to form a visual image or a picture of a
movement in your mind. The second is attempting to feel what performing a movement is
like without actually doing the movement. You are requested to do both of these mental
tasks for a variety of movements in this questionnaire, and then rate of how easy/difficult
you found the tasks to be. The ratings that you give are not designed to assess the
goodness or badness of the way you perform these mental tasks. They are attempts to
discover the capacity individuals show for performing these tasks for different
movements. There is no right or wrong ratings or some rating that are better than others.
Each of the following statements describes a particular action or movement. Read each
statement carefully and then actually perform the movement described. Only perform the
movement at a single time. Return to the starting position for the movement, just as if you
were going to perform the action for a second time. Then depending on which of the
following you are asked to do either 1) form as clear and vivid a visual image as possible
of the movements just performed, or 2) attempt to feel yourself making the movement
just performed without actually doing it.
After you have completed the mental task required, rate the ease/difficulty with which
you were able to do the task. Take your rating from the following scale. Be as accurate as
possible and take as long as you feel necessary to arrive at the proper rating for each
movement. You may chose the same rating for any number of movements “seen” or
“felt” and it is not necessarily to utilize the entire length the entire length of the scale.
RATING SCALE

Visual Imagery Scale
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
|_________|________|___________|__________|___________|_________|
Very easy Easy to Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
Hard to Very
To see
see
easy
(not easy
hard
see
hard to
see
to see

nor hard)

to see
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Kinesthetic Imagery Scale

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
|_________|________|___________|__________|___________|_________|
Very easy Easy to Somewhat
Neutral
Somewhat
Hard to Very
to feel
feel
easy
(not easy
hard
feel
hard to
feel
to feel
nor hard)
to feel

1. STARTING POSTIONyour sides.

Stand with your feet and legs together and your arms at

ACTION:

Raise your right knee as high as possible so that you are
standing on your left leg with your right leg flexed (bent) at
the knee. Now lower your right leg so that you are again
standing on two feet. Perform these actions slowly.

MENTAL TASK:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to feel yourself
making the movement just performed without actually
doing it. Now rate the ease/difficulty with which you were
able to do this mental task.
RATING:___________

2. STARTING POSITION: Stand with your feet slightly apart and you hands at your
sides.
ACTION:

Bend down and jump straight up in the air as high as
possible with both arms extended above your head. Land
with your feet apart and lower your arms to your sides.

MENTAL TASKS:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to see yourself
making the movement just performed with a clear and vivid
visual image as possible. Now rate the ease/difficulty with
which you were able to do this mental task.
RATING:___________
Appendix D

3. STARTING POSITION: Extend the arm of your non-dominant hand straight out to
your side so that it is parallel to the ground, palm down.
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ACTION:

Move your arm forward until it is directly in front of your
body (still parallel to the ground). Keep your arm extended
during the movement and make the movement slowly.

MENTAL TASK:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to feel yourself
making the
movement just
performed without actually doing it. Now rate the
ease/difficulty with which you were able to do this mental
task.
RATING:___________

4. STARTING POSTION:

Stand with your feet slightly apart and your arms fully
extended above your head.

ACTION:

Slowly bend forward at the waist and try to touch your toes
with yourfingertips (or if possible, touch the floor with your
fingertips or hands). Now return to the staring position,
standing erect with your arms extended above your head.

MENTAL TASK:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to see yourself
making the
movement just performed without
actually doing it. Now rate the
ease/difficulty with which you were able to do this mental
task.
RATING:___________

5. STARTING POSTION:
sides.
ACTION:

MENTAL TASK:

Stand with your feet slightly apart and your hands at your

Bend down low and jump straight up in the air as high as
possible with both arms extended above your head. Land
with your feet apart and lower your arms to your side
Assume the starting position. Attempt to feel to yourself
making the movement just performed without actually
doing it. Now rate theease/difficulty with which you were
able to do this mental task.
RATING:___________
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6. STARTING POSITION: Stand with your feet slightly apart and you hands at your
sides.
ACTION:

Raise your right knee as high as possible so that you are
standing on your left with your right leg flexed (bent) at the
knee. Now lower your right leg so that you are again
standing on two feet. Perform these actions slowly.

MENTAL TASKS:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to see yourself
making the movement just performed with a clear and vivid
visual image as possible. Now rate the ease/difficulty with
which you were able to do this mental task.
RATING:___________

7. STARTING POSITION: Stand with your feet slightly apart and your arms fully
extended above your head.
ACTION:

Slowly bend forward at the waist and try to touch your toes
with your fingertips (or if possible, touch the floor with
your fingertips or hands).
Now return to the staring position, standing erect with your
arms extended above your head.

MENTAL TASK:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to feel yourself
making the
movement just
performed without actually doing it. Now rate the
ease/difficulty with which you were able to do this mental
task.
RATING:___________

8. STARTING POSTION:

Extend the arm of your non-dominant hand straight out to
your side so that it is parallel to the ground, palm down.

ACTION:

Move your arm forward until it is directly in front of your
body (still parallel to the ground). Keep your arms extended
during the movement and make the movement slowly.

MENTAL TASK:

Assume the starting position. Attempt to see yourself
making the
movement just
performed with a clear and vivid image as possible. Now
rate the ease/difficulty with which you were able to do this
mental task.
RATING: ___________
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Appendix E
Short Flow States Scale (FSS-2)
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Appendix F
The Sport Imagery Questionnaire (SIQ)
Read each statement below and write in the blank the appropriate number from the scale
provided to indicate the degree to which the statement applies to you when you are
practicing or competing in your sport. Don’t be concerned about using the same numbers
repeatedly if you feel they represent your true feelings. Remember, there are no right or
wrong answers, so please answer as accurately as possible.
Rarely
1

Often
2

3

4

5

6

7

(1) I make up new plans/strategies in my head.

__________

(2) I image the atmosphere of winning a championship (e.g., the excitement that follows
winning a championship).

__________

(3) I image giving 100%.

__________

(4) I can consistently control the image of a physical skill.
(5) I imagine the emotions I feel while doing my sport.

__________
__________

(6) I imagine my skills improving. _________
(7) I image alternative strategies in case my event/game plan fails.

__________

(8) I imagine myself handling the arousal and excitement associated with my sport.
_________
(9) I imagine myself appearing self-confident in front of my opponents.

__________

(10) I imagine other athletes congratulating me on a good performance.

__________

(11) I image each section of an event/game (e.g., offence vs. defense, fast vs. slow).
__________
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(12) I imagine myself being in control in difficult situations.
(13) I can easily change an image of a skill.

__________

__________

(14) I image others applauding my performance.

__________

(15) When imaging a particular skill, I consistently perform it perfectly in my mind.
________
(16) I image myself winning a medal.

__________

(17) I imagine the stress and anxiety associated with my sport.

__________

(18) I image myself continuing with my game/event plan, even when performing poorly.
________
(19) When I image myself performing, I feel myself getting psyched up.
(20) I can mentally make corrections to physical skills.

__________

__________

(21) I imagine executing entire plays/programs/sections just the way I want them to
happen in an event/game.

__________

(22) Before attempting a particular skill, I imagine myself performing it perfectly.
__________
(23) I imagine myself being mentally tough.

__________

(24) When I image myself participating in my sport, I feel anxious.
(25) I imagine the excitement associated with performing.
(26) I image myself being interviewed as a champion.

__________

__________

__________

(27) I image myself to be focused during a challenging situation.

__________

(28) When learning a new skill, I imagine myself performing it perfectly.
(29) I imagine myself successfully following my game/event plan.

__________

__________
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(30) I image myself working successfully through tough situations (e.g., a player short,
sore ankle, etc.).

__________
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Appendix G
Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ)
Below are questions concerning thoughts and feelings you may experience during your
sport. Read each statement and circle the number that best describes your thoughts and
feelings for each question. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers.
Very
true

Mostly
true

A little
true

Not at all
true

1

I interpret threats as positive opportunities

A

B

C

D

2

I have an unshakeable confidence in my ability

A

B

C

D

3

I have qualities that set me apart from other
competitors

A

B

C

D

4

I have what it takes to perform well while under
pressure

A

B

C

D

5

Under pressure, I am able to make decisions with
confidence and commitment

A

B

C

D

6

I can regain my composure if I have momentarily lost
it

A

B

C

D

7

I am committed to completing the tasks I have to do

A

B

C

D

8

I take responsibility for setting myself challenging
targets

A

B

C

D

9

I give up in difficult situations

A

B

C

D

10

I get distracted easily and lose my concentration

A

B

C

D

11

I worry about performing poorly

A

B

C

D

12

I am overcome by self-doubt

A

B

C

D

13

I get anxious by events I did not expect or cannot
control

A

B

C

D

14

I get angry and frustrated when things do not go my
way

A

B

C

D
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Note. Items 1 – 6 measure Confidence, 7 – 10 measure Constancy, 11 – 14 measure Control. Confidence
scores range from 6 – 24, Constancy and Control scores range from 4 – 16. Composite scores range from
14 – 56. Items 1 – 8 are positively scored (i.e., A = 4, B = 3, C = 2, D = 1). Items 9 – 14 are negatively
scored (i.e., A = 1, B = 2, C = 3, D = 4).

Source: Adapted from Sheard et al. (2009).
Sheard, M., Golby, J., & van Wersch, A. (2009). Progress toward construct validation of the Sports Mental
Toughness
Questionnaire (SMTQ).European Journal of Psychological Assessment, 25, 186-193.
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Appendix H
Structured Imagery Script
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine approaching [insert
participant’s identified challenge]. The [insert challenge] looks [insert description of
visual characteristics of challenge], and feels [insert description of kinesthetic
characteristics]. As you approach, you notice the sounds [insert description of auditory
characteristics associated with challenge]. Now you are aware of [insert timing anchor;
i.e., breathes, time, or counting] and begin to [insert motivational-general arousal]. Now
as you are [insert motivational-general arousal behavior] you imagine the [insert
challenge] as a [insert motivational-general mastery salient image].
Now, take a moment to imagine [insert motivational-general mastery salient
image]. Concentrate on what this wouldfeel and look like [insert examples of image
sensations for this salient image]… (silence). As you approach the [insert the now salient
image] you are now relaxed and confident and perform/think about[insert motivationalgeneral mastery skill] and feel yourself running this [insert challenge] because it is [insert
salient image].
Now, imagine you have ran[insert motivational-mastery skill salient image].This
[insert challenge] is now fading… fading… fading in the background of the course as you
continue running the marathon. You are excited, focused, and remind yourself of this
great accomplishment. Having [insert mastery descriptor] this [insert challenge] you
begin to feel calm, confident, and energized at the thought of finishing the Chicago
Marathon.
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Soon the Chicago marathon will be over and all too quickly, next week will be
this week, next marathon will be this marathon. Now take a moment to clearly imagine
this scene… (silence).
I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future
at about a week after completing the Chicago Marathon. It is important that in this scene,
you imagine yourself in the future about one week after you have already completed the
Chicago Marathon and imagery training sessions. In this future imagery scene, it is
approximately one week after completing the Chicago marathon.
You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a
scene where you tell this friend about how you pushed through [insert the challenge] and
the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through the
finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment. You
tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine this
scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix I
Pre-Imagery Intervention Interview (Interview #1)
Name: ________________________________
Date: ________________
1. You have identified yourself as a first time marathon runner, for what reasons are
you running in the Chicago Marathon?
2. Is there any particular reason why you selected the Chicago Marathon as your
first marathon?
3. What concernsdo you face or expect to face when running theChicago
Marathon(i.e., potential barriers, weather, injury, etc)?
4. Based on your answer to the previous question, why is the situation identified as a
concern?
5. What skills or strategies do you plan to use or have used (during training) to assist
with this concern (i.e., psychological skills techniques, coping strategies, etc.)?
6. Are there any specific race goals you have for this marathon?
7. Based on your answer to the previous question, why are these your race goals?
8. How would you define flow or “being in the zone?” Are there any specific
characteristics (i.e., personality, behaviors, etc.) that you would attribute to a
runner that is “in the zone?”
9. How would you define a runner that is mentally tough? Are there any specific
characteristics (i.e., personality, behaviors, etc.) that you would attribute to a
runner that is mentally tough?
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Appendix J
Post-Imagery Intervention Interview (Interview #2)
Name: ________________________________
Date: ________________
1. Please describe your first marathon race experience.
2. How did you feel during your marathon?
3. Were there any outside thoughts distracting you?
4. During your first interview, you stated that [insert concern] may be a potential
concern for you, how was your experience with this challenge?
5. Did you find the [imagery training and/or race video] useful?Did the [imagery
training and/or race video] prepare you for your identified race concern? What
specifically about the [imagery training and/or race video] was effective?
6. During which situations did you find yourself using the [imagery training and/or
information from the race video]?
7. What is the likelihood youwill use [imagery and/or information from the race
video] during future marathon races?
8. What about the [imagery training and/or race video] was least effective?
9. How many days a week did you use the [imagery training and/or race video]?
10. What about the study procedures worked well and didn’t work well for you?
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Appendix K
Participant Recruitment Letter
Dear marathon runner,
I am seeking 40participants for my dissertation research examining the use of
psychological skills techniques on performance in first time marathon runners. If you are
able and interested in assisting me, I am requesting that you pass along this information
to anyone who may be interested in joining the study. The inclusion and exclusion
criteria are listed below.
Participants must:
 Be a first time marathon runner.
 Be registered and participating in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon on
October 7th, 2012.
 The Chicago marathon must be your first marathon.
 Be comfortable with participating in a psychological skills training program.
 Be over the age of 18.
 Be willing to participate in a two part study.
 Be comfortable with technology to potentially listen to information about
psychological skills training.
 Be in generally good physical health.
Participants will individually participate in a short interview and series of short surveys,
then participate in a four week psychological skills training program. Next, participants
will run in the Chicago Marathon and subsequently complete another series of short
surveys and a brief interview regarding their experiences in the Marathon. Completion of
the interviews and surveys as well as the training program should last no more than 1
hour for the first session, and between 10 to 30 minutes thereafter.
Each participant who completes all components of the study will receive a $50 VISA gift
card upon completion of the study
Please contact me directly for more information and to verify their eligibility.
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Thank you very much for your help,
Leeja Carter, M.S.
Faculty, Adler School of Professional Psychology, Department of Sport and Health
Psychology,
17 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60602
PhD Candidate, Psychology of Human Movement Program
Department of Kinesiology, Temple University
856-465-3756
lmcarter@temple.edu
*This letter has been approved by Temple University's Institutional Review Board*
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Appendix L
Virtual Chicago Marathon Race Video
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Appendix M
Imagery Instructions to Participants
Dear Participant,
Thank you for participating in this study. Below are instructions to assist you in your
imagery training as well as adhering to the imagery training.
Instructions for imagery use:
 First, you will receive a fifteen minute imagery training session within three to
five days.
 We ask you listen to the imagery session a minimum of three days a week in its
entirety; however, you are free to listen to the imagery session more if you would
like.
 When listening to your imagery, find a comfortable and quiet place where there is
minimal distraction. Also, allow yourself enough time to get relaxed and perform
the imagery (i.e., 20 minutes). Do not rush your imagery so that you can complete
the entire session.
 Please log each time you use the imagery training on the Imagery Use Log to
record the days and times you listened to the imagery sessions.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Leeja Carter at:
lmcarter@temple.edu.
Your cooperation and participation is greatly appreciated.
Thank you very much for your help,
Leeja Carter, M.S.
Faculty, Adler School of Professional Psychology, Department of Sport and Health
Psychology,
17 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60602
PhD Candidate, Psychology of Human Movement Program
Department of Kinesiology, Temple University
856-465-3756
lmcarter@temple.edu
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Appendix N
Imagery Use Log
Thank you for participating in this study. We would like to know how your imagery goes.
Please complete the below Imagery Use Log with the dates and times you listen to your
imagery training script.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________
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Appendix O
Experimental Group Weekly Follow-Up
Good [morning/afternoon/evening],
This is Leeja Carter from the research study in which you are currently participating. I am
[select the mode that applies: emailing/calling/etc.] to follow-up regarding your imagery
and Chicago marathon video training. Do you have questions or concerns you would like
to ask at this time? I would also like to remind you to complete the imagery use log and
the marathon video log in order to record the days and times you are using the imagery
and marathon video. Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have at:
lmcarter@temple.edu.

Best,
Leeja Carter, M.S.
Faculty, Adler School of Professional Psychology, Department of Sport and Health
Psychology,
17 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60602
PhD Candidate, Psychology of Human Movement Program
Department of Kinesiology, Temple University
856-465-3756
lmcarter@temple.edu
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Appendix P
Control Group Weekly Follow-up
Good [morning/afternoon/evening],
This is Leeja Carter from the research study in which you are currently participating. I am
[select the mode that applies: emailing/calling/etc.] to follow-up regarding your Chicago
marathon video training. Do you have questions or concerns you would like to ask at this
time? I would also like to remind you to complete the marathon video log in order to
record the days and times you are using the imagery. Please feel free to contact me with
any questions you may have at: lmcarter@temple.edu.

Best,
Leeja Carter, M.S.
Faculty, Adler School of Professional Psychology, Department of Sport and Health
Psychology,
17 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60602
PhD Candidate, Psychology of Human Movement Program
Department of Kinesiology, Temple University
856-465-3756
lmcarter@temple.edu
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Appendix Q
Marathon Video Instructions to Participants
Dear Participant,
Thank you for participating in this study. Below are instructions to assist you in using the
marathon video.
Instructions for marathon video:
 Please watch one or more of the three 10 minute clips from the longer race video.
 When watching the race video, please watch the race video in its entirety a
minimum of once a week prior to running the Chicago marathon.
 When watching the race video, feel free to take notes as well as pause or rewind
areas of the video that you find useful to your marathon training.
 Please log each time you watch the marathon training video on the Marathon
Video Log to record the days and times you watched the video.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Leeja Carter at:
lmcarter@temple.edu.
Your cooperation and participation is greatly appreciated.
Thank you very much for your help,
Leeja Carter, M.S.
Faculty, Adler School of Professional Psychology, Department of Sport and Health
Psychology,
17 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60602
PhD Candidate, Psychology of Human Movement Program
Department of Kinesiology, Temple University
856-465-3756
lmcarter@temple.edu
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Appendix R
Marathon Video Log
Thank you for participating in this study. We would like to know how your video training
goes. Please complete the below Marathon Video Log with the dates and times you
viewed the marathon training video.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

Date: _________

Date: _________

Date: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

Time: _________

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____

# of Clips: _____
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Appendix S
Permission to Use Virtual Chicago Video
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Appendix T
Permission to Use Short Flow States Scale
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Appendix U
Permission to Use Sport Imagery Questionnaire
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Appendix V
Permission to Use Sport Imagery Questionnaire
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Appendix W
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 1

Name: Participant 1
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the Chicago
marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of runners,
cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the view of
Grant Park, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and Chicago cityscape to your right and left.
The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through the crowded
corral of runners.
You feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run you
have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as it
passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.

As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, with each ready step, this warm stream continues its journey down the back
of your legs, healing the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in the
each stride. As this stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy
propelling you forward on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.

Now as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of Lasalle
St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers of “you are awesome”, “good job” excite you and
remind you as to why you are running the Chicago marathon. For:
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1. Your children
2. Your Friends
3. Yourself
Now take a moment and imagine finishing the Chicago marathon. Imagine your children
greeting you with pride at the sight of you finishing this race. Your children may say,
“Mom you did it… I knew you could do it.” Or they may say, “Did you hear us cheering
for you?” Imagine your running friends’ comments and expressions at seeing you run
through that finish line. They may say, “We did it”, or “ready for the next one.”

Now bring yourself back into your marathon run. You are running the marathon and you
are focused, relaxed, and confident. As you run, you remember your breath and with each
exhale, your body becomes more relaxed and you feel your legs fall into a rhythm. You
are familiar with this rhythm: it is that of your best training days, the days where your
breath, your body, and your thoughts are all one.
Now you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in…
out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of
your training, the race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running
form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).

Your feelings of injury are now far behind as your find yourself miles into the race. You
are leaving those thoughts of injury and fear behind. They are left at mile marker 0… the
start.
You’re focused on your goal… the finish.
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Now imagine mile four and five fading… fading… fading in the background of the
course as you continue running the marathon. You are excited, focused, and remind
yourself of this great accomplishment. Having worked on your training, your body, and
your concentration you are confident and begin to feel more calm and energized at the
thought of finishing the Chicago Marathon.

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
You become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in… out…
with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of your
training, the race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running form:
smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).
Focus on having recovered from your injury… your body feels healthy and strong. You
feel ready for the second half of the marathon.

Feel the strength of your thighs, buttocks, and lower back. Feel how you have
strengthened your body and now have buns of steel. You feel solid and ready for action.
You are focused… focused on running Sylvia’s race.

Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. At this point in the race you may think
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about the mile 18 aid stations. As you pass mile the aid station and approach mile 18, you
focus on your goals for this portion of the race.

Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.
Think about the areas where you may walk, while still pushing forward on your marathon
journey. Reflect on areas of importance for hydration and refuel. What would these areas
feel and look like? Clearly imagine these points in the race.… (silence).

I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at about
a week after completing the Chicago Marathon. It is important that in this scene, you
imagine yourself in the future about one week after you have already completed the
Chicago Marathon and imagery training sessions. In this future imagery scene, it is
approximately one week after completing the Chicago marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix X
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 3
Structured Imagery Script
Name: Participant 3
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the
Chicago marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of
runners, cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the
view of Grant Park, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and Chicago cityscape to your right
and left. The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through your
crowded corral of runners.
You feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run you
have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as it
passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.
As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, with each step, this warm stream continues its journey down the back of your
legs, healing the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in the each
stride. As this stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy propelling
you forward on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.

Now as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of Lasalle
St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers remind you as to why you are running the Chicago
marathon. For:


To be a marathon maniac



Your bucket list
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Yourself

Now take a moment and imagine finishing the Chicago marathon. Imagine your being
greeted by the anticipation of completing a second marathon… you are on your way to
Maniac status…imagine being part of this elite group of marathon runners, with every
step you are fighting, running, pushing yourself to your marathon goal.

Now bring yourself back into your marathon run. You are running the marathon and you
are focused, relaxed, and confident. As you run, you remember your breath and with each
exhale, your body becomes more relaxed and you feel your legs fall into a rhythm. You
are familiar with this rhythm: it is that of your best training days, the days where your
breath, your body, and your thoughts are all one.
Now you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in…
out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of
your training, your race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running
form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).
Now imagine mile four and five fading… fading… fading in the background of the
course as you continue running the marathon. Now bring to awareness your nutrition and
your training. You are mindful of mile six and your hydration… take a moment now and
reflect on your hydration points between miles 6 to 10.

You may think about what forms of refuel and hydration you may use, such as Gatorade
or water as well as which hydration and aid stations may be most beneficial to your ideal
race pace, race goals, form, and finishing.
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Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid
during this point in the race… What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this
source of hydration. Now, feel yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the
refreshing, cool fluid into your mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the
cup closed. Imagine you are a car, getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this
stream of cool hydration quenching your thirst and moving down your throat and
throughout your body, your gas tank moves from empty to full… fully energizing your
body.

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
You become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in… out…
with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of your
training, race race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running form:
smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).

Focus on feeling healthy and strong. You feel ready for the second half of the marathon.
You are focused… focused on running Nicole’s race.
Nicole’s race is hydration… nutrition… remembering your breaths… and remembering
your purpose for running:


To be a marathon maniac



Your bucket list
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Yourself

Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. At this point in the race you may think
about the mile 18 aid stations.
Imagine the Clif Shot Energy Zone, what sources of refuel might you use… imagine the
mile 18 aid station that follows… might you grab a Gatorade or water from the aid
station?
Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid…
What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this source of hydration. Now, feel
yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the refreshing, cool fluid into your
mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the cup closed. Imagine you are a car,
getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this stream of cool hydration quenching
your thirst and moving down your throat and throughout your body, your gas tank moves
from empty to full… fully energizing your body.

As you pass the aid station and approach mile 18, you focus on your goals for this portion
of the race.

Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.

Think about the areas where you may walk, while still pushing forward on your marathon
journey. Reflect on areas of importance for hydration and refuel.
Fully imagine this scene.… (silence)..

I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at about
a week after completing the Chicago Marathon. It is important that in this scene, you
imagine yourself in the future about one week after you have already completed the
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Chicago Marathon and imagery training sessions. In this future imagery scene, it is
approximately one week after completing the Chicago marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix Y
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 4
Structured Imagery Script
Name: Participant 4
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the
Chicago marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of
runners, cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the
view of Grant Park, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and Chicago cityscape to your right
and left. The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through your
crowded corral of runners.
You feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run you
have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as it
passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.
As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, with each step, this warm stream continues its journey down the back of your
legs, healing the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in the each
stride. As this stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy propelling
you forward on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.

Now as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of Lasalle
St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers remind you as to why you are running the Chicago
marathon.
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Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself feeling an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Take a moment now and clearly feel what finishing the marathon would feel like.
Perhaps imagine the sensation of excitement in your body, or feeling exhilarated at
finishing. Now imagine turning to another runner in the marathon… a person who is
crossing the finish line with you and saying, “we did it… we finished!” Imagine what this
would feel like.

Now bring yourself back into your marathon run. You are running the marathon and you
are focused, relaxed, and confident. As you run, you remember your breath and with each
inhale you breathe in strength and exhale all worries surrounding your marathon run…
Fully visualize inhaling a jet of cooling strength entering your mouth and filling your
lungs… focusing your mind on finishing, running, and being the finisher you are…
Exhale a clear cloud of any worry you have about the race. Be confident, relaxed,
focused.
With each inhale you draw closer to the finish, stronger, more confident… focused.
Now you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in…
out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of
your training, your race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running
form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).
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Now imagine mile four and five fading… fading… fading in the background of the
course as you continue running the marathon. Now bring to awareness your nutrition and
your training. You are mindful of mile six and your hydration… take a moment now and
reflect on your hydration points between miles 6 to 10.

You may think about what forms of refuel and hydration you may use, such as Gatorade
or water as well as which hydration and aid stations may be most beneficial to
maintaining your strength, ideal race pace, race goals, form, and finishing.

Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid
during this point in the race… What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this
source of hydration. Now, feel yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the
refreshing, cool fluid into your mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the
cup closed. Imagine you are a car, getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this
stream of cool hydration quenching your thirst and moving down your throat and
throughout your body, your gas tank moves from empty to full… fully energizing your
body.

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
You become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in… out…
with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of your
training, race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running form:
smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
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You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. You feel ready for the second half of the marathon.
You are focused… focused on running Chris’ race.
Chris’ race is strength… power… imagining the finish with every step… remembering
your breaths… and remembering your purpose for running:


This moment is yours

Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. At this point in the race you may think
about the mile 18 aid station.

Reflect on areas of importance for hydration and refuel. Imagine the Clif Shot Energy
Zone, what sources of refuel might you use… imagine the mile 18 aid station that
follows… might you grab a Gatorade or water from the aid station?
Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid…
What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this source of hydration. Now, feel
yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the refreshing, cool fluid into your
mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the cup closed. Imagine you are a car,
getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this stream of cool hydration quenching
your thirst and moving down your throat and throughout your body, your gas tank moves
from empty to full… fully energizing your body.
Fully imagine this scene.… (silence)..

As you pass the aid station and approach mile 18, you focus on your goals for this portion
of the race. Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.

I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at about
a week after completing the Chicago Marathon. It is important that in this scene, you
imagine yourself in the future about one week after you have already completed the
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Chicago Marathon and imagery training sessions. In this future imagery scene, it is
approximately one week after completing the Chicago marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix Z
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 6
Structured Imagery Script
Name: Participant 6
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the
Chicago marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of
runners, cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the
view of Grant Park, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and Chicago cityscape to your right
and left. The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through your
crowded corral of runners.

Your sneakers cushion your steps, prepared for your marathon run. Now take a moment
and reflect on you physical preparation for the race. At this point in the race, you may
remind yourself of how you were sure to hydrate well and eat well the evening before.
Also, you feel confident in your body’s ability to endure this race as you feel well rested
and focused on the race ahead.
Now feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run
you have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as
it passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.
As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, with each step, this warm stream continues its journey down the back of your
legs, healing the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in each
stride. As this stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy propelling
you forward on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.
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Now, as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of
Lasalle St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers remind you why you are running the Chicago
marathon.

Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Now bring yourself back into your marathon run. You are running the marathon and you
are focused… focused on yourself and your running form, breathes and pace.

As you run, you inhale a deep breathe of strength and exhale all worries surrounding your
marathon run… Fully imagine inhaling a jet of cooling strength entering your mouth and
filling your lungs… focus your mind on finishing, running, and being the finisher you
are… Exhale a clear cloud of any worry you have about the race. With each inhale you
draw closer to the finish, stronger, more confident… focused.
Now you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in…
out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of
your training, your race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running
form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).
Now imagine mile four and five fading… fading… fading in the background of the
course as you continue running the marathon. Now bring to awareness your nutrition and
your training. You are mindful of mile six and your hydration… take a moment now and
reflect on your hydration points between miles 6 to 10.
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You may think about what forms of refuel and hydration you may use, such as Gatorade
or water as well as which hydration and aid stations may be most beneficial to
maintaining your strength, ideal race pace, race goals, form, and finishing.

Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid
during this point in the race… What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this
source of hydration. Now, feel yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the
refreshing, cool fluid into your mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the
cup closed. Imagine you are a car, getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this
stream of cool hydration quenching your thirst and moving down your throat and
throughout your body, your gas tank moves from empty to full… fully energizing your
body.

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
You become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in… out…
with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of your
training, race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running form:
smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel ready for the second half of the marathon. You are focused… focused on
running Paige’s race.
Paige’s race is strength… power… imagining the finish with every step… remembering
your breaths… and remembering you are a confident runner.
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Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. At this point in the race you may think
about the mile 18 aid station.

Reflect on areas of importance for hydration and refuel. Imagine the Clif Shot Energy
Zone, imagine taking one or two gels for fuel… imagine your ideal proportions for
refuel… might you grab a one Gatorade or water from the aid station?

As you pass the aid station and approach mile 18, you focus on your goals for this portion
of the race. Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.

Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Take a moment now and clearly sense what finishing the marathon would feel like.
Perhaps imagine the sensation of excitement in your body, or feeling exhilarated at
finishing. Now imagine turning to another runner in the marathon… a person who is
crossing the finish line with you and saying, “we did it… we finished!” Imagine what this
would feel like.

Now, I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at
about a week after completing the Chicago Marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
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You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix AA
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 7
Name: Participant 7
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the Chicago
marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of runners,
cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the view of
Grant Park. The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through
your crowded corral of runners.
You feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run you
have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as it
passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.
As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, this warm stream continues its journey down the back of your legs, healing
the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in each stride. As this
stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy propelling you forward
on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.

Now, as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of
Lasalle St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers remind you why you are running the Chicago
marathon.

You are running the marathon and you are focused, relaxed, and confident. As you run,
you remember your breath and with each inhale you breath in strength and exhale all
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worries surrounding your marathon run… Fully imagine inhaling a jet of cooling strength
entering your mouth and filling your lungs… With each inhale you draw closer to the
finish. Now exhale a clear cloud of any worry you have about the race. See this cloud
dissolve as you run through its mist, pushing forward along the marathon course.
With each breath you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In…
out… in… out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are
reminded of your training, your race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your
ideal running form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
You become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in… out…
with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of your
training, race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running form:
smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.

You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. You feel ready for the second half of the marathon.
You are focused… focused on running [participant’s] race.
[Participant’s] race is strength… power… imagining the finish with every step…
remembering your breaths… and remembering your purpose for running:


This moment is yours
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Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. Also, you may think about the areas where
you may walk, while still pushing forward on your marathon journey. At this point in the
race you may think about the mile 18 aid station.

Reflect on areas of importance for hydration and refuel. What sources of refuel might you
use… might you grab a Gatorade or water from the aid station?

Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid
during this point in the race… What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this
source of hydration. Now, feel yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the
refreshing, cool fluid into your mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the
cup closed. Imagine you are a car, getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this
stream of cool hydration quenching your thirst and moving down your throat and
throughout your body, your gas tank moves from empty to full… fully energizing your
body.
Fully imagine this scene.… (silence)..

As you pass the aid station and approach mile 18, you focus on your goals for this portion
of the race. Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.

Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Take a moment now and clearly sense what finishing the marathon would feel like.
Perhaps imagine the sensation of excitement in your body, or feeling exhilarated at
finishing. Now imagine turning to another runner in the marathon… a person who is
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crossing the finish line with you and saying, “we did it… we finished!” Imagine what this
would feel like.

Now, I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at
about a week after completing the Chicago Marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix AB
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 9
Structured Imagery Script
Name: Participant 9
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the
Chicago marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of
runners, cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the
view of Grant Park, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and Chicago cityscape to your right
and left. The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through your
crowded corral of runners.
You feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run you
have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as it
passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.
As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, with each step, this warm stream continues its journey down the back of your
legs, healing the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in each
stride. As this stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy propelling
you forward on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.

Now, as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of
Lasalle St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers remind you why you are running the Chicago
marathon.
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Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily. You may grab the hands of your
fellow running partners and wave them in the air as you all cross together… happy in
your joint achievement.

Now bring yourself back into your marathon run. You are running the marathon and you
are focused, relaxed, and confident. As you run, you remember your breath and with each
inhale you breathe in strength and exhale all worries surrounding your marathon run…
Fully imagine inhaling a jet of cooling strength entering your mouth and filling your
lungs… focus your mind on finishing, running, and being the finisher you are… Exhale a
clear cloud of any worry you have about the race. Be confident, relaxed, focused.
With each inhale you draw closer to the finish, stronger, more confident… focused.
Now you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in…
out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of
your training, your race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running
form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).
Now imagine mile four and five fading… fading… fading in the background of the
course as you continue running the marathon. Now bring to awareness your nutrition and
your training. You are mindful of mile six and your hydration… take a moment now and
reflect on your hydration points between miles 6 to 10.
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You may think about what forms of refuel and hydration you may use, such as Gatorade
or water as well as which hydration and aid stations may be most beneficial to
maintaining your strength, ideal race pace, race goals, form, and finishing.

Now take a moment and imagine grabbing a cup filled with a cool, refreshing liquid
during this point in the race… What is this source of hydration? Clearly imagine this
source of hydration. Now, feel yourself place the paper cup to your lips as you pour the
refreshing, cool fluid into your mouth. As the cup empties, you fill yourself clench the
cup closed. Imagine you are a car, getting refueled and ready to go. As you feel this
stream of cool hydration quenching your thirst and moving down your throat and
throughout your body, your gas tank moves from empty to full… fully energizing your
body.

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
You become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in… out…
with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of your
training, race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running form:
smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.

Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. Also, you may think about the areas where
you may walk, while still pushing forward on your marathon journey. At this point in the
race you may think about the mile 18 aid station.
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Fully imagine this scene.… (silence)..

As you pass the aid station and approach mile 18, you focus on your goals for this portion
of the race. Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.

Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Take a moment now and clearly sense what finishing the marathon would feel like.
Perhaps imagine the sensation of excitement in your body, or feeling exhilarated at
finishing. Now imagine turning to another runner in the marathon… a person who is
crossing the finish line with you and saying, “we did it… we finished!” Imagine what this
would feel like.

Now, I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at
about a week after completing the Chicago Marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix AC
Sample Structured Imagery Script
for Participant 13
Structured Imagery Script
Name: Participant 13
Total Imaging Time:

15 minutes

While you are relaxed and calm, I would like you to imagine the first mile of the
Chicago marathon. The scenic landscape of Grant Park surrounds you: the crowds of
runners, cheers of spectators, and breaths and conversations of fellow runners drown the
view of Grant Park, the shoreline of Lake Michigan, and Chicago cityscape to your right
and left. The chill of excitement still blankets your body as you maneuver through your
crowded corral of runners.
You feel the strength of your body… your legs welcome the start of this run…. A run you
have planned, prepared, and are ready to run. Feel the nervousness exit your body as it
passes from the top of your head and moves like a clear, blue stream of cool energy,
down the back of your neck.
As it makes its exit, it becomes warm and welcoming. Feel this stream of warmness
continue down your spine as it passes through your shoulder blades and then down your
spine to the small of your back and over your buttocks.

As you run, with each step, this warm stream continues its journey down the back of your
legs, healing the coolness of the October morning air on your legs and exits in each
stride. As this stream exits from your feet, it leaves a silver, blue jet of energy propelling
you forward on the smooth paved road of Columbus Drive.

Now, as you run mile 2 to mile 3, hear the spectators who are lined on each side of
Lasalle St. cheer as you pass. Their cheers remind you why you are running the Chicago
marathon.
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Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Take a moment now and clearly sense what finishing the marathon would feel like.
Perhaps imagine the sensation of excitement in your body, or feeling exhilarated at
finishing. Now imagine turning to another runner in the marathon… perhaps Melissa as
you both cross the finish line and saying, “we did it… we finished!” Imagine what this
would feel like.

Now bring yourself back into your marathon run. You are running the marathon and you
are focused, relaxed, and confident. As you run, you remember your breath and with each
inhale you breathe in strength and exhale all worries surrounding your marathon run…
Fully imagine inhaling a jet of cooling strength entering your mouth and filling your
lungs… focus your mind on finishing, running, and being the finisher you are… Exhale a
clear cloud of any worry you have about the race. Be confident, relaxed, focused.
With each inhale you draw closer to the finish, stronger, more confident… focused.
Now you become aware of the steady, rhythmic pattern of your breath. In… out… in…
out… with each breath comes your awareness of your running form. You are reminded of
your training, your race pace, and your running form… Now imagine your ideal running
form: smooth, confident, calm, and relaxed.
Feel this form… feel your body.
You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. Take a moment and imagine this form… (silence).
Now imagine mile four and five fading… fading… fading in the background of the
course as you continue running the marathon. Now bring to awareness your nutrition and
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your training. You are mindful of mile six and your hydration… take a moment now and
reflect on your hydration points between miles 6 to 10.

You may think about what forms of refuel and hydration you may use, such as Gatorade
or water as well as which hydration and aid stations may be most beneficial to
maintaining your strength, ideal race pace, race goals, form, and finishing.

Imagine now that you are approaching mile 13. You are aware of the mile because you
see the Sears tower appear for the second time. Imagine you are running to the tower. As
you run to the tower, you feel confident in your current pace and rhythm. See the tower.
Now feel your running even, as your arms fall relaxed gently accenting your race stride.
Your head stays focused to front as you drive your arms front and back, front and back.
Feel this form… feel your body.

You feel strong, relaxed, and focused. You feel ready for the second half of the marathon.
You are focused… focused on running Karin’s race.
Karin’s race is strength… power… imagining the finish with every step… remembering
your breaths… and remembering your purpose for running:


For this moment, your moment.

Now, take a moment to imagine you are running Halsted St. and passing mile 17 to
Taylor Street. As you pass mile 17 remember your training. You remember the
importance of hydration and pacing yourself. At this point in the race you may think
about the mile 18 aid station.

As you pass the aid station and approach mile 18, you focus on your goals for this portion
of the race. Take a moment now and reflect on your training points for miles 18 to 23.

Now clearly imagine crossing the finish line to the Chicago marathon. Imagine seeing the
huge finish line of the Bank of American Chicago Marathon. Feel yourself embracing an
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overwhelming feeling of accomplishment at finishing. You may throw your arms up in
celebration as you cross the finish line or cheer happily.

Take a moment now and clearly sense what finishing the marathon would feel like.
Perhaps imagine the sensation of excitement in your body, or feeling exhilarated at
finishing. Now imagine turning to another runner in the marathon… a person who is
crossing the finish line with you and saying, “we did it… we finished!” Imagine what this
would feel like.

Now, I would now like you to imagine yourself in a scene that takes place in the future at
about a week after completing the Chicago Marathon.

You are meeting with a friend. From this future perspective, you can imagine a scene
where you tell this friend about how you pushed through your concern about your body
and the exhilaration you felt when you finished the marathon. You recall running through
the finish line, feeling tired but extremely happy and excited at your accomplishment.
You tell this friend how well you did and how good you feel. Now take time and imagine
this scene with your friend as clearly and completely as you can. See and hear yourself
greeting this friend. You might say, “You won’t believe how well I did in the marathon
last week,” recounting every detail about the marathon… (silence).
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Appendix AD
Completed Participant Imagery Audio Hour Log
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Appendix AE
Completed Participant Marathon Video Hour Log

